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BoltBeranekand Ne_nanInc.

1. INTRODUCTIONAND BACKGROUND
l

Of the thousands of products that are used in and about the

home, many generate noise which affects people to varying degrees.
Some, like power saws, food waste disposers, and lawn mowers,

!.

_ii_ generate noise levels that are obviously of concern to a large
•. number of users and bystanders. The noise of others, such as

refrigerators or clothes dryers, is marginally significant, while.many more either are silent or create so little noise as to be of

no apparent concern.

The Environmental Protection Agency (ERA), recognizing the

. potential for annoyance and harmful effects of noise from house-m

_i _ hold appliances, has contracted with Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

_ (BBN) to conduct a broad study of household product noise. BBN

_i is conducting this study in three major parts:
,i!

. Noise TeehnoZogy -- To determine noise levels, appropriate

_ _ measurementmethodologies, and potential noise control •!
,:_ technologies of significant noise sources; i

_' . HeaZthand _fare - To determine the impact of household

product noise on the public's physiological and psycho- [

I_ logical well-being; i

• IndustryOperp_ew--To determine the structure and economic

situation of the household products industry.

Because of the broad and ill-defined range of household pro-

ducts that could fall within the scope of this study, it is

necessary to identify and classify the specific products that

I_ will be studied. This identification and classification is the

_ subject of this report. We start by considering a comprehensive

_ set'of products; we then discuss the most significant among these.

I

I
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1.1 Range of Products
Potentially noisy produets used in and about the home have

been divided into eight product categories:
Household Appliances

Power Shop Tools

Outdoor Power Equipment

Appliances Designed to Emit Sound

Toys and Sporting Goods i

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning Equipment

PlumbingFixtures

ElectronicEntertainmentEquipment.

We define them below.

BousehoZdAppZiasoes are those electrically powered products
used for a variety of functions performed within the home. Among

these functions are food preparation, storage, and disposal;personal hygiene and grooming; certain aspects of environmental

control; cleaning; certain crafts and hobbies; and laundry.
t|
_I From this category, we exclude power shop tools, which are of

sufficient diversity to Justify a separate category. We also

exclude appliances designed to emit sound, because of the very
different regulatory treatment that they would probably receive.

Household appliances are the most ubiquitous of all the
' product categories. They generate a wide range of noise levels.

|_ Refrigerators, for example, which are present in nearly 100% of

all households, expose people to levels of only about 35 to 52

dBA.. Vacuum cleaners, found in most homes, are significantly

noisier at 62 to 85 dBA --levels that can interfere with sleep

2
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it.

and speech, and can even contribute to hearing less under circum-
stances of sustained exposure or in combination with personal

exposure to ether noisy sources.

Power Shop TooZe are those portable and fixed electrically

powered tools used in a home workshop and elsewhere for cutting
and processing wood, metal, and other such materials. This cate-

gory includes various types of saws, drills, sanders, grinders,lathes,planers,and similardevices.

While less pervasive than household appliances, shop tools
are generally noisier and can contribute more readily to hearing

damage among frequent users. Noise levels of a variety of sawscan generate over IO0 dBA at the operator's ear, while other

tools, such as sanders, reuters, and grinders, generate approxi-

mately 90 dBA. Use of such tools typically precludes speech

communication by the operator and bystanders and may interrupt

the sleep of people in nearby rooms.

OwtdoorPowsrEqu_pment is a category that encompasses motor-

I_ and used for maintenance of gardens,engine-powered devices lawns,

and other outdoor areas around homes. Included are lawnmowers

I_ and trimmers, chain saws, gard4n tractors, leaf blowers and
shredders, snow-throwers, and similar devices.

I_ Like power shod tools, outdoor power equipment can expose
operators to levels that can contribute to hearing damage. Gaso-

I_ line-powered chain saws are among the noisiest, with levels at

around ii0 dBA. Other equipment, such as lawn mowers and shred-

ders, often exposes users to approximately 90 dBA. Outdoor equip-

ment also has an impact on nonusers, typically neighbors and

families of equipment operators. Of particular concern in the

discussion of this category is sleep, interruption.

3
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m

AppZianoes Designed to Emlt Sound generate sounds that are meant
to alert or warn people in the vicinity of the device or to mask

_ other noises. These include burglar and fire alarms, smoke
U detectors, alarm clocks, marine horns, and white noise emitters.

i _ Since the purpose of warning devices is to attract the atten-
_i _ tion of people nearby, it is not surprising that they often inter-

m fete with sleep or speech. Accordingly, they require a type of
_7 _ evaluation different from that of products which generate sound

as an unwanted by-product.

_oyoandSportlngGoods comprise a broad range of devices used

"_ for entertainment and improvement of physical fitness by children

which can produce significant noise levels. Children's popguns

_i_: --_ and adults' small-bore firearms arc among those devloee most

frequently mentioned in the literature because of their hearing-

_j damage potential. Tricycle-like vehicles with plastic wheels,

• small engine-powered vehicles (i.e., go-carts), and engine-

. _ powered model airplanes, boats, and cars are other examples of
_ sources deserving attention.

i _nti_atlng, and Air OondltionlngEquipmentcomprises built-
Heat ng,

in units for home climate control. This category includes cen-

tral heating and unitary air conditioning equipment, as well as

hot water heaters. There is a flne distinction between this

type of equipment.and room air conditioners, portable electric

heaters, and portable fans, which are normally regarded as house-

hold appliances. While HVAC equipment is not likely to cause

_@ hearing damage, there is a potential for sleep and possibly

speech interference.

PZ_wbingFizt_ec include pipes, faucets, toilets, and other
devices for the distribution and metering of water within a

T!
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dwelling. Some faucets and toilets generate noise levels of

approximately 60 to 65 dBA --not enough to contribute to hearing

damage, but enough to disturb the sleep of people in adjacent

rooms,

EZeotronicEntertainmentEqulpmentcomprises radio, television,hlgh-fidellty, stereophonic, and similar equipment used for sound

reproduetlon. Of particular concern in this category is the

_playing of music either through room loudspeakers or headsets at

levels that are high enough to damage the listeners' hearing.

In transmission of such sound toaddition, neighboring rooms or

to apartments in multlfamily dwellings can cause sleep disturb-

B anee. •

"_ _ 1.2 Scopeof Study

While each of the above-mentloned categories deserves atten-

I rich, the present study is limited to the first three: householdappliances, power shop tools, and outdoor power equipment. All

three of these categories have been identified by EPA as candi-

dates for classification as major noise sources" [ ], the others

have not been similarly identified.

t
1.3 Method of Approach

Within the three categories identified for this study, there

are hundreds of products which may produce noise. To narrow this

a manageable number of significant products, we haverange to

19
•EPA actually identified two categories: "lawn care" and "house-
hold appliances." The lawn care category comprises a number of
products including snow and leaf blowers, and corresponds to our

_ _ category "outdoor power equipment." The EPA household appliances
_" category includes home shop tools, which we have separated out

as "power shop tools."

!"
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devised a two-stage classification process, illustrated in Fig.
i. The first stage involves identifying, classifying, and

screening all possible products on the basis of somewhat subjec-

tive criteria and in the absence of concrete noise and usage

data. The second stage relies on more rigorous criteria and

experimental data to perform a final classification.

Products are identified through a review of the retail and

industry literature, as well as through interviews with industry

associations. From these sources, we prepare a comprehensive

llst of which then screened the basis of:products are on

• Primary use --by private consumers or by industrial or

commercialoperators;

• Determination of whether noise is of any apparent con-

-. _ oernj_J

• Other special aspects of product design, usage, or

! "
installation. _i

Products that emerge as candidates for further investigation are(I) defined and descrlbed in detail and (2) classified further

on the basis of noise and usage data and more precise and string-

ent criteria than used for the preliminary screening.

Organization Report
1.4 of

The remainder of this report is arranged in three major eec- i

tio'nsand an appendix. Section 2 deals with the preliminary
product identification, classification, and screening. In

f_ See. 3, we provide a one-page definition and description of each
_m

product. Section 4 discusses and demonstrates the final claosi-

,_ fication of products into groups. Noise data on approximately

50 products, which had to be acquire_ to conduct the final

,j classification, are given in Appendix A.

p_

6
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I i

2. PRELIMINARYIDENTIFICATIONAND CLASSIFICATION

The first step in the preliminary identification and classi-

C. ficatlon is to obtain and review sources of information in the

literature and among experts in the field. Accordingly, we re-

i:i viewed the following sources of retail, industry, and other
:_ literature:
!'

" * Sears Roebuck and Company, MerohandCaeCataZogjFalZ-Winter
1927

!i'.i • pp i ,oo AnnualDirectoryorthe
_ Appliance Industry (June 1977)

! . _aM_7..ve Age, Buyer's Guide Issue (Dec. 1976)

_i • Simone L. Yaniv et a_.,"Procedure for Assessing Impact

on PublicHealthand WelfareDue to Noise Emittedby !

Household and Consumer Products," National Bureau of i

l StandardsReport(Sept.1977)(unpublished).

In addition, we interviewed representatives of three industry

associations:

_ • Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM)
_: • Power Tool Institute (P_I)

ili • Outdoor Power Equipment Institute (OPEI)

_!: Once the household product field was determined, those items

_.!_;_ whi'ch were obviously not noise sources (e.g., clothing, linens,
ii bedding products, etc.) were eliminated from further considera-

i__ tion. This task was carried out by a BeN team, and whenever

_J_ ambiguity arose regarding the noise characteristics of given
,i

ii_ items (e.g., electric blankets), those items were included for
! _ further analysis.

_P
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Or_terlaforPre_,_naruProduot 8e_eenlng
Products first selected as possible noise sources were next

screened to determine candidates for more detailed analysis.
Three criteria were established for excluding items from further

...._ study:
I. P_oduatsare prZmar%Zypurahasedfor,and used _n, aon_erae

and lndustry. This criterion was established becausethe study focuses on consumer products.

2. No_ee Zev_Zsareof no apparentconcern. This criterion
": a_lowed products to be excluded on the basis of '

_'_._ qualitative guidelines, thereby eliminating the need

_i,_ for expensive testing of products which are unlikely
r_

_i _ to be of concern. Here, again, a team of BBN per-

scnnelmadedeclsioooregarding roduotexolasion
_;; 3. Other. Thls was a general category of exclusion,

_'__ which included products with noise characteristics
_ that are overwhelminglyuser-dependent and products

_. which emit structureborne, rather than airborne, '

sound. !

:i_ Tables 1 through3 list 1 5 products that fall within the i
_: scope of the study. Of these, 3 have been merged into a single

_ _ product type, and 82 have been excluded on the basis of the

_:_,_ criteria discussed above, leaving 91 products for further

._ _ eva'luation.
J_

!:

!'Im

t ,
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m TABLEI. HOUSEHOLDAPPLIANCES.

Reasons for Exclusions

Primarily

Include Industrial NoiseofIn or No Apparent i
Item Study Commercial Concern Other ,

Air Deodorizer/Ionizer xAir Heater x
Aquarium Air Compressor x

Blanke_,elee xBlender, elec x

Calculator Printer xCamera, Movie x

: Camera, Still x _,.

_ _ Can Opener, elec xCarpet & Rug Steam Cleaner x

_;, Clothes D_yer x .,
'2_ _ Clothes Washer x
_ Clock x

_! Coffee Grlnder/Mill x

:ii i Coffee Maker, elec x
Coffee Urn/Percolator, elec x

_ _ Corn Popper x
_, _ Deep Fryer x• Dehumidifier x'

Dental Irrigator x

Z (_ Dishwasher x
Electronic Air Cleaner x

(| Facial Brush, elee X
Facial Sauna " x
Fan x

(_ Fired Fireplace log, gas x
Floor Polieher/Waxer x
Floor Sander x

_ Food Chopper x
Food Grinder x

.,- , , ,
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a TABLE I (Cant'd.),

Reasons for Exclusions

Primarily
m IncludeIndustrialNoiseof

; In or NoApparent
"_- Item Study Co,_,ercial Concern Other

_;; Food Mixer x

il Food Processor x
Fo6d Sldcer x

Food Warmer xi: Food Waste Disposer x
i

: Freezer x

" : Fry Pan, elec x
. _ Grille, gas x

_: Hair Clippers, elec x

Hair Dryer x

Hair Setter x

S_ Hair Styler x

_i I Hamburger Maker, elac x
,_;: Hand Kitchen Utensils X*

_i Heating Pad x

¢' HotDogMaker,ei o
_ tIot Lather Dispenser x

:ii Hnmidifler xIce Cream Maker x

t lee Crusher, elec x

i Juicer, elec X
,, Incinerator x#

:Knife, elec x

L, Manicure Set x

(_ Massager X
Movie Projector X
Microwave Oven x

t-_ Oven Broiler x
Pastry Gun, elec x

! _ *Hand kluchen utensils are not considered because noise levels are not gener-
ally high, are significantly dependent on users, and cannot readily be mea-
sured under controlled conditions.
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• _

TABLE 1 (Oont'd.).

Reasons for Exclusions

:_ Primarily i

Include Industrial Noise of
' ii _:i In or No Apparent

Item Study Commercial Concern Other
2 :!

Penell Sharpener, elec
X

Pet Clipper, oleo x
Plastlc Film Sealer x

i_ia Range,elee x

i,__ Range, gas X

'_i _1 Range Hood x
Refrigerator x

_:_ Roaster Oven x :
_ Room Air Conditioner x

Rotlaaerle x

Rug Shampooer x i

zJ*__ Scissors, elee x

_i_ SewingMachine x
. ,L, Shaver, elec x

_ ShoeFollaher,elee x
C _i_ SlowSlideCooker,Projectorelee x x

.... _ _ SteamBath,portable x_! Bream/Spray Iron x

_i Telephone Answarlng System x

_ h_ Toaster x
Toaster Oven x
Tooth Brush, oleo X

|_ Trash Compactor x
Typewriter, oleo x

_ Vacuum Cleaner X

Vaporizer x
Waffle Grill x

V_ Whlrlpool Bath x

_'_

12
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(e TABLE 2. HONESHOP "OOLS
t'!

ReasonsforExclusion

Primarily
Include Industrial Noiseof

or ApparentIn No

Item Study Commercial Concern Other ii

Air Drive Ham_er i'
Chipping X

Air Drive Drill x '

_ AirDriveImpactHammer x

Air Drive Impact Wrench x _'Air Drive Orbital Sander x '

_ _ Air Drive Power Chisel x ;
,_ _ Air Drive Ratchet & Wrench
• _ Kit x

Airless Paint Sprayer x

_.__ Arc Welder x
_']

_._ Band Saw x

_ Belt Sander x'_ Bench Grinder x

Chipper Cleaner x
,-_ Circular Saw x

Disc Sander x

i" Drill Bi_ Sharpener x

!i _ Drill, elec x
Drill, multipurpose x

" i. Drill Press x

t_ Engraving Pen, elec m
Flameless Heat Gun x

I._ Hand Tools - All x*
Impact Tools, elec x
Jointer/Planer x

@ Cathe x
Miter Box, pewer x
Motors, elec x

, t Nell Gun, power x
Orbital Sander x

i,_ *Hand tools are noc considered because noise levels are not generally high,

._ are significantly dependent on users, and cannot readily be measured under
controlled conditions.

13
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T.m

m TABLE 2 (toni'd,),

Reasons for Exclusion

Primarily

Include Industrial NoiseofIn or No Apparent ,_

Item Study Commercial Concern Other

Paint Sprayer, elec x
Polisher x
Power Shears x

Radial Arm Saw xReciprocating Saw x

i%

T _ Rotary Grinder x
@ Rou_er x

_;i Saber Saw x*
- Sand Blaster x '

1;! Saw Sharpeners x

Seroller x*

_;_ Shaper x '.... Spray Gun x ,;

_ Stapler, elec x*, m Table Saw x

+

_.i Vibration Sander X
Welder x _'

,-_)] Winch,power x

@J

*Classified as reciproceting saw.

w

14
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m

TABLE 3. OUTDOOR, LAWN, AND GARDEN EQUIPMENT.

Reasons for Exclusion

Primarily

Include Industrial Noise ofIn or NoApparent
Item Study Commercial Concern Other

Air Compressor, x
gas

Air Cooled Replacement
Engines x

Antenna Rotor xBugKiller,elee x*

D Brush Cutter, power x
_ Cement MiMer x "

Chain Saw X

EdgerTrimmer x

_ Engine Generator x

;_ Fence-Bole Digger, gas x

'i,_ Fiberglass Waterfall/

_ _ Fountain x T
Garage Door & Opener x
Garden Tractor x

'_Jj
_:' Hand Tools, Lawn & Garden x**

Hedge Trimmer, elec x
" _ Insect Fogger x

tm Lawn Mower, riding x
:; Lawn Mower, walk behind x

II LawnThateher x
Log Splitter, gas x
Ma_al & Mineral Detector x

Outdoor Barbeque x
Planter/Fertillzer (acc.

to tractor) x

Leaf Blower x
;i Portable Outdoor Heater x

.a Power Lawn Sweeper x
Power Shears x
Power Sprayer x

,&

_" 15
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m

TABLE 3 (Cont'd.),

j_

Reasons for Exclusion

Primarily
Include Industrial Noise of

In or NoApparent
Item Study Commercial Concern Other

Pump Sprayer x iRotary Tiller x
Shredder x

Snow Thrower xSwimming Pool Aerator x

Swimming Pool Pump x

Swimming Pool Vacuum Cleaner
x

h

I Vacuum Collector, lawn x
: Weed Cutter, eleo x

!II ::}1

5,1. _

F
[J ,

, _ *Primary noise source often involves insect electrocution which cannot read-
ily be measured in a controlled manner.

_ Tstruecureborne sound probably dominates transmission Co adjacent living

%_ _ space. Thus an acoustical measurement of the mechanism would not be mean-
ingful.

_'_ *_}landtools are not considered because noise levels are not generally high
_, end are significantly dependent upon users and cannot readily be measured

under controlled conditions.

N

16
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3. PRODUCTDESCRIPTION

Because almost every product identified in Tables I through

3 will be the subject of further study and of possible regulation,each must be described as completely and unambiguously as possible.

In this section, a one-page pictorial and written description is

given of the products identified flor further study. The descrip-

tion encompasses a definition, a discussion of sizes and types,

and an identification of typical usage.

Products are organized in alphabetical order within each of

: _ the major categories.

}l

N

!1

i.

6
g

I1

2:

I1



AIRHEATERS

!
GasHeater . ......

oi,I: ...........=._i,._=
:/ _ Heater, .......';L

Ii

t

i _ .
IJ

.... . .... ,,°°--"
1............... *;,]

;! _ ,,If_'........', " ElectricHeater

_i_,_ Definition:
i_, An air heater is a device which produces and distributes

i}, heat in a room, using electrical resistance, natural gas, or fuel

• " oil. Fins may be used to add heat dissipating area. Heaters

_ may also include an electric blower or fan to circulate the heat.

i I_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

Electrical heaters may have exposed resistor coils mounted

_! on .insulators, metallic resistors embedded within refractory

insulation encased in a protective metal sheath, or a printed

circuit encased in glass sheets. Gas and oll heaters have valves

to control the fuel input, and automatic safety features. Sizes

range from 18 x 5 x 12 inches high to 40 x 32 x 20 inches high.

,J

* ]

18
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m

Electric heaters are usually smaller, gas heaters mid-size, and
oil heaters larger. Typical power range is 1320 to 1500 watts.

Usage:

!i! _ AiM heatsr, s warm cold rooms anl_ areas where sxtra heat is

_ desired.

_ .

_ "

f.l

f

i '=
11 I,i

Z9
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AQUARIUMAIR COMPRESSOR

i

.

m

_Z

,' Definition:
_J

_ An aquarium air compressor is a pump which forces air in
fine bubbles through the water of an aquarium.

: Types, Sizes, and Power:

_. _ Aquarium pumps are differentiated by the motor size, which
_ is directly related _o the pumping capacity. Typical motor

_'i)I_ sizes range from 3 _o 8 watts.

I_ Usage:
Aquarium air compressors add dissolved oxygen for the fish

_ and induce a slow circulation of the tank water to prevent stag-

nation.

-- 20
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BLENDER,ELECTRIC

Z

J

Deflnition:

: A blenderis a motor-drivenelectricalappliancewhich

_ !_;! z,eduoes solid food to smaller particles, and blends liquids :

and mixtures by the slicing and mixing action of rotating blades .,

__ _ within a container designed for the self-feeding of the in-
_ gredientsintotheblades._

Types, Sizes, and Power:
i

There are four types of blenders:

I. Single-speed Blender - designed to perform all blending

operations at one speed.

_a . 2. Multiple-speed Blender -- designed with several speeds

!__ or with a variable speed control to perform a variety of blending

i_ JebB.

!!



M 3. Blenders with Timers - provided with a built-ln timing

:9 device for controlling the time sequence of the blender.

4. Solid State Blender --uses solid state circuitry to

produce speed and/or time functions.*

Container capacity is usually 40 to I_4 ounces. Typical size is

around 9 x 6-1/2 x 14 inches high. Typical power range is

350to720watts.

Usage:

A blender chops, grinds, shreds, grates, purees, llqulfies,

__ blends,and aerates liquids and mixtures. _

| •i,

I;

r_ I@
• tl
!

_.,_

I *"AHAM Standard Method for Measuring Performance of HouseholdElectric Food Blenders FB-I," AHAM, November 29, 1977, P. 1

22
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CAN OPENER, ELECTRIC A_IDCAN OPENER KNIFE-SHARPENER

Definitien: :'

#_ _ A can opener is a motorized appliance which is intended to
_" _apidl_ open several cans in succession, but is not intended for ;

i_ continuous operatlon.* It typically contains a slicing wheel

_. _o pierce and slice open the metal, a motor-driven toothed

_ wheel _o rotate the can and brace the can edge as it is cut,

a magnet to hold the top of the can, and a lever to fasten the

ean in position and activate the motor. This category includes

• can opener/knife sharpener.

[_ Types, Sizes, and Power:
Can openers are differentiated by features such as a knife-

sharpener (usually installed in the back) and automatic shut-off.
Can openers range from 3-1/2 x 4 x 7-3/8 inches high to 5-1/2

x _ x 7-3/8 inches high, A home electric can opener should be
able to open cans from 2-1/8 inches (53.8 mm) in diameter to

5-i/8 inches (130.2 mm) in diameter. Typical wattage is i00.

,, Usage:

Can openers are used in the kitchen to open cans containing

,I food.

•"AHAM Standard Method for Measuring Performance of Household

I' Electric Can Openers", AHAM, November 28, 1977, p.l.

2_



CLOCK, ELECTRIC

M llr.. :

:!/ _ _= __J Electronic Digitali-

_;:, B Moving-Hands " " t::=c_."n:: • '::_:::: :.... = ..D, ' ............. ""- =_

'"= .... !Ii' 'it:_ '

!
Definition: ElectricDigital

: E! A clock is a tlme indicating device operated from either

;; electric household current, batteries, or mechanical spring

_. winding. Alarm clocks feature a device capable of issuing an
, , 4:

,. audible and/or visible signal at a pro-set time.

L Sizes and Types:
q

!_ _ Three general types of clocks are traditional moving-hands

il clocks, electric digital clocks that mechanically change the

!i_ indicated numbers, and electronic clocks which reveal the time
-. by a liquid crystal or llght-emittlng diode display.

Usage:

I_ Clocks indicate the time of day, measure time intervals, and
(with alarm clocks) give a signal at'a pre-set time.

•"AHAMStandard Method for Measuring Performance of Household
Electric and Battery Operated Clocks C-l," Confidential Draft,

,-I AHAM, September 23, 1977, p. 2.
j
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CLOTHES DRYER

ii /

?iB

'g! B 'g',, --.

/

_ A clothes dryer is a power-drlven machine for drying fabrics

_i by evaporation through the use of various combinations of heat,

air flow and tumbling."

}i Types, Sizes, and Power:

_i II . Two types off energy sources for dryers are electricity and
natural gas, Dryers are also differentiated by whether they shut

off after a certain time interval or after the attainment of a

_ _ certain temperature. Capacity is usually 8 to 9 Ibs dry weight

I!!_ "Encyclopedia Britannica, "Home Equipment"
w_

i i
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of clothes, and the dryer can remove 8 to 12 lbs of water per
hour. Typical size is 29 x 27-1/2 x 43 inches high. Typical

power range is 5200 to 5600 watts for electric dryers, 400 watts

for the electric starter on natural gas dryers.

_ _ Usage:

_ Drying clothes.

i

5

!,

_N

-I
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!,
m CLOTHES WASHER
i

.J./

1 '

Definition:
A clothes washer is a power-driven machine for washing fab-

rics in wa_er.*

Types, Size, and Power:

Clothes washers are differentiated by many features !n-

ii_ elu¢ing cublc-foot capacity, number of speeds and temperaturesettings, number and type of cycles, and type of agitator.

Almost all clothes washers have automatic cycles, including

*"American National Standard A197.2, Plumbing Requirements for
'_ Home Laundry Equipment," American Society of Sanitary Engineers
-- and AIIAM,March, 1970, p. 3.

-- 27
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J_

spin and rinse cycles. Typical size ranges from 24 x 20 x 32 in.
high to 29 x 26 x 43 in. high. Typical power ranges from 600

watts to 840 watts.

Usage:
Clothes washers wash, rinse, and spin clothes and other

L

clothgoods.

.11

m

B
1<:
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COFFEE GRINDER

_ j

" _ Definition:

_i _ A coffee grinder is a motor-drlven appliance which reduces_' roasted coffee beans to smaller particles, by the slicing action

of rotating blades designed for the self-feeding of the coffee

mt beans into the grinding area. Small powered food mills are in-

_ eluded in this definition.

_"_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

Coffee grinders are differentiated by the number of
__ i:_ settings (up co seven, typlcally)j and by the capacity of food

la they can grind (up to twelve cups). Typical Size is 3 x 4 x 6_: _ ins. high, and typical power is i00 watts,

Usa'ge:

! is Coffee mills grind coffee and o_her foods. Because they
_ are smaller and easier to clean than food grinders or food

:_,_ . processors, _hey are suitable for fast frlnding of small quan-

_ I_ titles of coffee or food.

' r,

r
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DEHUMIDIFIER

i'

"Definition:
.!

A dehumidifier is a self-contalned, electrically operated,

_ mechanlcally-refrigerated appliance consisting of:
i. A refrigerated surface (evaporator) on which moisture

i_ from the atmosphere condenses.

2. A refrigerating system, including an electric motor.

3. An air circulating fan,

t_
4. A drain arrangement for collecting and/or disposing of

the condensate. _

IT
*"American National Standard, Dehumidifiers, B149.1-1972," .

_I American Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers (AHAM),
'' July ii, 1972, p. 6.
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Types, Sizes, and Power:
Dehumidifiers are differentiated mainly by capacity for

removing moisture from the air. 14, 20, 30 and 35 pint-per-hour
capacity is most often found. Sizes range from

Typical power range is from 240 watts to 560 watts.

Usage:

Dehumidifiers remove moisture f_om household air. _i<

i

im

"i! i
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m DENTALIRRIGATOR

m

_. Definition:

-,. A dental irrigator is an eleotricall_-powered device which

._ _ pumps a pulsating Jet of water through a removeableJet tip ,
ontotheteethandgums. _'

u Types, Sizes, and Power: :_
"- _ Dental irrigatorsare differentiatedby the number of water

r.I pressure settings (up to five settingR are common). Typical

!_ power range is from 35 to 95 watts.

_ Usage: !

Dental irrigators remove food particles from between teeth

and massage the gums.

t

I
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DISHWASHER,HOUSEHOLD

-

• &_.-_"

j. j,,., ,

Definition:
A household dishwasher is a device which, with the aid of .

[] water, washes, rinses and dries (where drying process is In-

cluded) dishware, glassware and cutlery, and most cooking utensils

by chemical, mechanical, and/or electrical means and discharges
L

co the plumbing drainage system. A blower dries the dishes

with cool room air, or with air heated by a heating element.*

. Types, Sizes, and Power

i__ Dishwashers are differentiated by number of washing periods

(one, two or three wash periods), and by the presence of pots

_I *"American National Standard, Plumbing Requirements for Household
-_ ,., Dishwashers A1971-1973," American Soc. of Sanitary Engineers/

AHAM, March, 1971, p. 3.
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t_

and pans wash cycle, Typical sizes range from 24 x 24 x 34 inches

high, to 24 x 26 x 38. Typical power range for heating element

is 750watts.

_ Usage:
Dishwashers wash, rinse and dry most kitchen and dining :.

utensils, '
J

rl

i}:! .

_i_ |i.

1
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ELECTRICTOOTHBRUSH

i

i<ii

,_ Definition:

_i:! An electric toothbrush is a motor driven hand-held electric

ii;i grooming aid which brushes the teeth by a rapid back and forth•:_ movement in a detachable toothbrush.

_,i Types, Sizes, and Power:

_i _ Toothbrushes either have a permanent cord attached to the

toothbrush handle or have a battery in the handle which is re-

_i _ charged in the electrically-powered base. Some have both up-

: _ down and side-to-side action, while others only have one type

i: of action. Power ranges around two to 5 watts, typically.

Usage:

Electric toothbrushes clean and polish teeth and massage

_ gums.

I 35
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ELECTRONICAIR CLEANER

Table-TopAir Cleaner

ConsoleAirCleaneri*

Definition:

An electronic air cleaner is an electrical device which

II removes dust and smoke from the air by giving the particles

an electric charge in passing through an ionizing zone, then
f@

collecting them when they pass between, oppositely charged plates,"

_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

Electronic air cleaners are differentiated according to

_'_. _he'Ir capacity for cleaning square feet of room air (8 ft ceiling

typically assumed), Small table-top air cleaners clean up to

* around 275 Square feet; larger console air cleaners clean up to

.... *Encyclopedia Britannica, "Home Equipment",

-p
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m

around 725 square feet. Sizes range from around 16-3/4 x 10-7/8 x

7-15/16 inches high, to around 17 x iii x 26 inohes high. Typical

" power range is from 85 watts to 175 watts.

i_ _ Usage:
Electronic air cleaners remove dust, pollen, smoke and ex-

tremelyfine particlesfromhouseholdair.
;

:!

g i"

i,'

II

}
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FACIAL BRUSH, ELECTRIC

22 '

i:2 ;3

:)}_ i:
, Definition:

_ _ A facial brush is a hand-heldelectricgroomingdevice
_ which uses soft rotating b_ush(es) or other surface to clean

•:,_ :,.'_i_ and stimulate facial skin.

• Types, Sizes, and Power:

Most facial brushes use a rotating brush, but a rotating

i ', disc eontalning soft rubbery "finger tips" is featured on some

models. Facial brushes are either powered by house current,

recha_geable batteries or standard batteries. Typical power

range is around 2 watts.
i

Usage:

Facial brushes, when used with cleansers and water, clean

_= make-up and dirt from skin, and stimulate skin circulation.

3B
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m FOOD CHOPPER.
It

1
Definition:

>,

_ A food chopper is a motor-drlven'electrical appliance which
reducesfood to smallerparticles, by the slicing action of

_ rotating blades within a container designed for self-feedlng ?
of the ingredientsinto the choppingarea. :_

_: Types, Sizes, and Power:

_ _ Choppers are differentiated by number and types of attach-ments, and by capacity of food per minute. For example, some

choppers can handle 5 ibs of food per minute, others can handle

up to 8 Ibs of food per minute. Typical size is 18-1/2 x 10-1/2

x 15-I/4 inches high. Typical power range is 480 to 675 watts.

Usage:

_ Food choppers chop, shred, grate and mince food.

i _
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FOOD GRINDER

Definition:
!

A food grinder is a motor-driven electries'l applla_ce '_

which, by a rotating screw presses food a_ainst a flat plate-, with many holes. Typically, a cutter blade behind the plate

! B chops the food.
O

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Grinders differ by number of blades and number and type of

attachments. Typical size varies from 6 x 4-1/2 x 9 inches

hiEh to 7-3/4 x 4-1/2 x 11-1/2 inches high. Typical power

range is around 370 watts.

Usage:

With fine plates a food grinder can produce ground raw meat.

Coarser plates process cooked meat, nuts, dried fruits and
!

vegetables.

I



FOODMIXER

• • _ _I_

Hand Mixer Stand
Mixer ":

Definition:

A motor-drlven electrical device incorporating one or more

power-driven beaters which may be detachable. _

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Hand-held mixers feature three to five mixing speeds, and a

convenient hand-_rlp. Stand mixers feature a stand which posi-
tions the beater inside a suitable bowl during the food-mixlng

function. Stand-hand mixers can convert to hand-held or standuse. Stand mixers often feature dough hook attachments, up to

ten speeds, and more power. Stand-hand mixers adapt to either

stand or hand use. Typical power range is 125-150 watts.

f_

Usage:

Food mixers blend liquids and whip cream, egg whites, or

_ other liquids to a fluffy, aerated state.

• *"AHAM Standard Method for Measuring Performance of Household
-- Electric Food Mixers FM-I" Confidential Draft, AHAM, September 28,

1972, p. 2
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m FOODPROCESSOR.

'i

Definition:

A motor-driven electrical appliance which uses different
r

attachments, speeds, and timing to slice, chop, shred, grate,

grind, puree, liquify, blend and whip ingredients.
Types, Sizes, and Power:

I_ Food processors are differentiated chiefly by number of

speeds, available processing capabillties, and capacity. Not

only are food processors generally larger than food mixers andblenders, they are often more powerful, with a typical power

range of 200-700 watts.

Usage:

,..4 Food p_ooessors slice, chop, shred_ grate, g_ind_ puree,

-- liquify, blend and whip ingredients.

J
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FOOD SLICER

;.- _ Definition: :_
A motor-drlven electrical appliance which slices food by a

_ rotating steel disc-.shaped blade. The food is fed into theblade by gravity, by hand pushing (using a protective shield),

or by a food clamp.

l
Types, Sizes, and Power:

C_ Slicers are usually differentiated by diameter of the steel

slicing wheel, and by whether the body of the unit is plastic or

steel. Typical sizes range from 9_I/2 x 7-1/2 x 15-1/2 inches

high to 19-I/2 x 12-I/2 x 9-3/4 inches high. Usual diameter of

I: slicing wheel is around 7-1/4 to 7-1/2 inches. Typical power
range is from i00 to 120 watts.

E, _ Usage:

Electric slicers slice meat, cheese and other foods in
slices of variable thickness.

-- 411
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FOODWASTEDISPOSER

- Definition:

A device that reduces food waste to particle sizeswhich, .
with the aid of water, are discharged into the plumbing drainage

_'___ system._

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Food disposers come in two types:

I. Batch feed type: a disposer which is first loaded with

food waste and requires the locating of a device, (usually used

also as a sink stopper) in the feed opening of the disposer in

such a position that the disposer is energized.*

2. Continuous feed type: a disposer type which may be

loaded with food waste continuously.*

, _Amerlcan National Standard A1973-1973, "Plumbing Requirements
for Household Food Waste Disposer Units," American Soc. of
Sanitary Engineers/Assoclatlon of Home Appliance Manufacturers,
Issued March, 197D, p. 5,

45



m Typical sizes range from 6 5/8 inches in diameter, iS 5/16 inches

high, to 9½ inches in diameter, 16½ inches high. A typical water

load uses around 400 watts.

Usage:
Food waste disposers shred and discharge food waste.

,
:2

[I '

_._
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FREEZER, HOUSEHOLD

Definition:

A household freezer Is a refrigerated cabinet which is

intended for household use and is designed for the extended

storage of frozen food at a recommended temperature of 0°F

(-17.8°0) and with inherent for of food.*capability freezing

This category does not include refrigerator-freezers.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Freezers come in upright and chest-type models, and are
differentiated by amount of interior space and into frostless and

conventional defrost types. Upright and chest-type models both
typically range from 6 cubic feet to over 30 cubic feet.

_ Usage:

'°I Household freezers freeze food and ice and store the frozen

-- food and ice at temperatures generally around 0°F.

_ "Adapted from "Refrigerator-Freezer Standard and Recommended Levels
of Performance HRF-I," Confidential Draft, AHAM, June 13, 1977, P. 6.
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HAIRCLIPPERS

_ _ Definition:

_i__ A hair clipper is a hand-heldelectric grooming device __. which cuts human hair using rapid back-and-forth movement of%

_:' a blade. Comb-like cutting guides permit consistent trimming

_i I at various hair lengths.J_

Types, Sizes, an_ Power:
Hair clippers are categorized by power capacity, by the

_ype of attachments available, and by the tyoe of motor (pivot ,
or magnetlc). Typical power is around 12 watts.

Usage:

I_ With proper attachments, hair clippers shape, trim, cut, :
; m= and style hair.
t

I!

m
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HAIRDRYER,BONNET

[i;\

FlexibleHose Bonnet Hard H
HairDryer HairDryer

Definition:
V

Tbree types of bonnet hair dryers are defined as follows

by theAHAM:

I_ i. Soft bonnet hairdryer'with flexible hose. A hairdryer
consisting of a flexible bonnet which is supported by the head

and Is connected by a flexible hose to a heater and blower
assembly which is supported by external means.

2. Soft bonnet halrdryer with motor, fan, and heater as an
integral part of the bonnet: A hairdryer consisting of a flex-

P_ ible bonnet which is supported by the head with motor, fan,

and heater as an integral part of the bonnet.

49
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m
,_ 3. Hard hat bonnet hairdryer: A hairdryer containing a

rigid drying hoed which is supported by external means.*

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Within each of the above categories, the hairdryers are

differentiated by wattage and by number of speed and heat settings.

Typical power for the soft bonnet with flexible hose is 400 watts,
_ while the hard-hat bonnet hairdryer ranges around 1400 watts.

Usage:

Bonnet dryers quiskly and uniformly dry hair or wigs_and

are especially useful for drying hair or wigs in curlers. The
bonnet leaves the bands and attention free for other tasks.

'LI

i_ *"AHAM Standard Method for Measuirng Performance of Household
Electric Hairdryers," Confidential Draft, AHAM, November 16,
1977, p. 2.

I i
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_= HAIR STYLING DRYER, ELECTRIC

_lh_'":i_:_ ow Dryer withB1

i __ Definition: _ Blow Dryer

;: _ A hair styling dryg9 is a hai_, dryer which allows styling

i _ while drying hair by the application of heated, blown air.

, Types, Sizes, and Power:
,+

i'
_:, |_ Hair Styling Dryers come in three main types: electric

_ combs, blow dryers, and styling wands.

_J, According to the AHAM, an electric comb is: A hairdryer

designed to be supported in whole or in part by the hand while

drying hair. It contains grooming and/or styling attachments
designed to be in contact with the hair. Units blow hot air

directly from the power unit through the comb or brush attach-H
ment•*

_ Blow dryers, on the other hand, dry hair by a directed

stream of forced, heated air. Standard blow dryers do not con-

r.-, tain grooming or styling attachments. The addition of an air
I F

]
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m funnel and a styling tube attachment (with comb or brush), how-

"_ ever, has been used by some manufacturers to give the user both

blow dryer and electric comb use. Both the standard blow

dryer and the styling blow dryer with tube are used so that the

power unit is further from the ear than the electric comb.

Styling blow dryers'should , for noise purposes, be classified
with the blow dryer.

Styling wands are slimmer, and lower in power than electric

combs or blow dryers. They may apply direct or blown heat and,

sometimes,a watermist to thehair.

Electric combs, blow dryers, and styling wands are cate- :
gerized by power level and the variety of heat and speed settings

available. Styling wands are also differentiated by whether ornot they feature mist. Electric comb power usually ranges from

700 to lO00 watts. Blow dryers equipped with styling tubes

range around I000 watts. Standard blow dryers have a typical

power range of ll00 to 1500 watts. Styling wands usually

I_ range from 90 to 300 watts.

Usage:

Electric combs quickly dry and style hair, using a number

of attachments (comb, brush, etc.). Blow dryers with styling
wands have similar usage. Standard blow dryers are used with a

separate nonpowered brush to dry and style hair. A blow dryer's
concentrated air stream makes spot drying easy. The gentle

,_ heat (and mist production, in some models) of styling wands

make them most appropriate for quick restyling and shaping of

dry hair.
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M HOT LATHER DISPENSER

v _ Definition:

A hot lather dispenser is an electrically powered grooming

.._ device which uses electrical resistance to heat shaving lather.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Hot lather dispensers are differentiated by size, wattage,

and physical method of heating the lather. While some are merely
Fm

_ _ a cap which heats lather emerging from a separately purchased

[, lather can, others are large enough to heat a shaving can

i F_ within the device. Power for the simplest types averages_J
around 50 watts; larger types,, measuring around 4 x 3-i/2 x B-i/2

ins. high have typical power of around 140 watts

Usage:
_B

Hot lather dispensers heat lather for better hair or

beard-softenlng properties before shaving.

I" I
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HUMIDIFIER
13

TABLE-TOP HUMIDIFIER CONSOLE HUMIDIFIER

Definition:

A humidifier is an encased assemblywhich can be used to add

moisture directly to the air within a building enclosure without

requiring connection to a separate system for heating, cooling,

distribution or.otherwise heating circulated air within the

building enclosure.*

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Humidifiers are differentiated by gallons of water output

per day and by the number of fan speeds available (one, two or _
three). Gallon output range is from under three gallons to over

*"American National Standard, Humidifiers, Z235.1-1972," AHAM,
"' November 22, 1972, p. 5.
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seventeen gallons per day. Typical size range is from 14 x i0

x 18 inches high to 30 x 19 x 29 inches high. Typical power

range is from _7 watts to 200 watts.

m Types, Stzes, and Power:

A humidifier adds moisture to the air to prevent the drying

of nasal passages, reduce static electricity, and keep fur-
niture and plants from drying out.

Is

II

-. p!
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ICECREAMMAKER,ELECTRIC

. _
2;

'i

*'1 _
i

}.}

i;i -

_'C Deflnltlon:

_ An electric ice cream maker is a cylindrical container

"_ _ which chills and whips a sweetened creamy mixture. An outer

ring of ice and salt is normally used for cooling_and rotating

blades provide the whipping action.

Types, Sizes,and Power:
Ice cream makers are categorized by ice cream making

t_ capacity. Most freezers have 4-quart or 6-quart capacity.

Typical power range is 80-160 watts.

f_
' _ Usage:

I_ Ice cream makers produce ice cream, ice milk, and similar

foods from a sweetened creamy mixture.

56
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f_ JUICER
Iv

J

la2 '1 ' !.':I

_j_2_._-_- : _,1

' t_"'--':__---:_ L_ "
., _i,.7 ,,-'-"mr_ _.,
_;,__J Fruit Juicer Juice Extractor'

Definition"

' _: I_ A Juicer is a motor-drlven electrical appliance which

extracts Juice from frults and vegetables.

i! ,_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

?! |_ There are two main types of Juicers. The Juice extractor
_' L_ liqulfies the fruit or vegetable with cutting blades and then

_ filters out the Juice. The fruit Juicer rotates a reamer (a
t_

fluted, pointed dome) which extracts Juice from a sliced-open

fruit pressed upon it. The Juice extractor, typically measures

t_ 8-1/2 x 11-3/4 x 12-1/2 In. high, while generally the fruit

Juicer is about as high but less wide and broad. While the

!_ Juice extractor frequently has more than one speed and a

powerful (around 400 watt) motor, the fruit juicer is more

t_! likely to have only one speed and a smaller (around 60 watt)
motor.

_J
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nn

I_ Usage:

Juicers e_tract Julee from fruits and vegetables. The

4! _ Juice extractor is beet for vegetables and firm fruitsj
t"

,_ and Juice extractors with pulp ejectors are best for non-

_ stop Juicin_ of a large amount of fruit, Simple fruit

_ Juicers, on the other hand, work best with citrus fruit. _:.

r .

! {,
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m KNIFE,ELECTRIC
f4

i

_J

_| Definition:

An electric slicing knife is a hand-held device, ineerpor-

atlng an electric motor to power the reciprocating motion of the

cutting blade(s), which may be detached from the power head for

_ eleaning'_

: _ Types, Sizes, and Power:

Electric knives are differentiated by length of knife blades
L

,__ and by motor power. Typical blade length is 6 to 9 inches,
tl

and typical power range is 100 to 160 watts.

E_ Usage:

Electric knives quickly, easily, and precisely cut slices
and pieces of meat and other food. They are most often used

to for cutting roasted meat and fowl.
N

I._ *Adapted from AHAM "Standard Method for Measuring Performance
'_ of Household Electric Slicing Knives SK-I," Confidential Draft,

AHAM, September 29, 1977, P. 2.
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MANICURE SET, ELECTRIC

m

•_ _.
_2

;j

_,_ Definition:

_ M An electric manicure set is a motor-drivenappliance which

• uses a small rotating shaft and attachments toRroom nails, ;

hands,andfeet.

{_ Types,Sizes,andPower: .,

_,_• Manicure sets are differentiated according to power source

(electrical, rechargeable battery or regular battery). Power is

under _en watts.

Usage:

With appropriate attachments, manicure sets can groom

_ nails, lift and help remove cuticles, buff nails, and smooth
callouses.

B
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m MASSAGER

l _ L

. f _'_.,_ .... _,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,__

_ at

Deflnltion:
A massager is a devise which uses vibration and sometimes

heat to massage and relax the body.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

II The three general types of massagers are hand-held, hand-
supported (Swedish Style) and heating-massage pads. Hand-held

|_ massagers apply vibrations and/or heat directly to the skin.

• L| Hand-supported massagers are strapped to the back o£ the hand

$_ and transmit vibrations (but ngt heat) through the fingers and
• _ palm. Heating massage _ads are designed to rest either on or

under a part of the body. They include back massagers which
|I
_m san be used sitting or lying down. Within these three categories

massagers are further differentiated by number of speed and heat

Y_ settings and by power of motor. Typical power range is around

8 watts for hand-held, 16-30 watts for hand-supported, and

t_ 60-90 watts for heatlng-massage pads.

Usage:

Massagers relax muscles and stimulate skin (and scalp)

circulation.
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m MOVIEPROJECTOR'

Definition:

A movie projector is a self-supported electric device which
uses a motor-driven reel to show movies. As each frame passes,

a light projects its image on a separate screen, and (for soundprojectors) a photoelectric cell picks up the sound for an

i_ _ amplifier and speaker(s) to broadcast.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

!iI_ The major division among movie projectors is between sound

and nonsound projectors. Other features which differentiate

(_ movie projectors are size (8 mm is typical for home projectors), "

forward and reverse showing, number of speeds, and forced-air

I_ cooling, and recording capability. Typical power range is

: _ around 230 watts.

F)

W Usage:
Movie projectors show silent or sound movies. Certain

• models can record sound while movie is showing. ,
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i_ PENCIL SHARPENER (ELECTRIC)

J

Deflnltien:

_ A motor-driven electric appliance which sharpens pencils by
the rotation of blades. It is actlvated by the insertion of a

_ pencil.

_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

Some pencil sharpeners feature automabic shut-off to prevent

" I_ excess sharpening; others do not. Otherwise, pencil sharpeners

_i_ vary only slightly in design and motor, Typical size is

!_ 8 x 3-1/2 x 4 inches high. Typical power is around i00 watts.m

Usage:

Electric pencil sharpeners rapidly and evenly sharpen

_ pencils.
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PET CLIPPERS

m
Definition: _;

A pet clipper is a hand-held electric devloe which outs .'

animal hair using rapid back-and-forth movement of a blade

;_ _ with comb teeth.

._:I Types, Sizes, and Power:

!]'!_ Pet clippers are "categorized by power capacity, by theq_ number and type o_ attachments available, and by the type of

motor. Typical power range is 10-35 watts.

Usage:

Pet clippers trim animal hair for purposes off health,

comfort, and appearance.

I" 1
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M RANGEHOOD

.. tii

Definition:

A range hood is a hood designed to pull cooking-pollutedair from the stove area, using one or more blowers.

Types, Sizes, and Power:
Range hoods are differentiated by the number of cubic feet

_ per minute (CFM) they can pull out of the kitchen, and by the

desired destination of the air: outdoors (vented) or back into

the house (ventless). Ventless models are equipped with a

_.l filter, while vented models may or may not have this feature.

Some range hoods have mere than one blower speed and some hoods
11

feature lighting. Range hoods are generally 5 to 6-1/2 in._u

high, around 17-20 in. deep and around 30 in. wide. Power
la

range is 25-180 watts.
M

,, Usage:

_ Range hoods filter and/or remove grease, odors,

smoke, heat_ and humidity from the kitchen area. They are

generally used during and after cooking. Range hoods also can

help prevent stove-top fires from igniting above-stove cabinets
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REFRIGERATOR, HOUSEHOLD

Definition:

.+r_ A household refrigerator Is a eablnet or any part of a

oablnet whloh Is designed for the refrigerated storage of food

_ _ at temperatures above 32°F (0°C), which has a source of

refrigeration and which is intended for household use. It may

include a compartment for the freezing and storage of ice and/or

_ for storage of food at temperatures below 32°F (0°C).*

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Refrigerators are differentiated into frostless a_d oon-

ventlonal defrost types, and by the amount of interior space
available. Combined freezer and refrigerator sizes range from

around 5 cuft to over 211cu ft.

Usage:

Refrigerators cool and store food at above-freezing tem-

peratures, and, in the freezer section, freeze and store food

and ice at below-freezing temperatures.

lJ *"Refrlgerator-Freezer Standard and Recommended Levels of Per-
_ £ormance HRF-I," Confidential Draft, AHAM, June 13, 1977, P. 6.

[
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m ROOM AIR CONDITIONER

• : > ._ I I ,

[ , : II.l!: •: ![_,
I I 1!' 'r'

_ \ !.;/!
' :LJ _" :.l

A room air conditioner is an encased assembly designed as

I_ a unit primarily for mounting in a window or through a wall,
or as a console. It is designed primarily to provide free

I_ delivery of conditioned air to an enclosed space, room, orzone. It includes a prime source of refrigeration for cooling

and dehumidification and means for circulatin_ and cleaning air,

[_ and may also include means for ventilating and heating.*

[_ Types, Sizes, and Power:
Room air conditioners are differentiated by the number, of

Ii btuls per hour they can deliver. The usual range is from

4500 btu's (using around 830 watts) _o 10,00O btu's (using

around 1340 watts).
Usage:

_' Room air conditioners can cool, heat, dehumidify, clean,

and circulate room air.
,.°

-- *"American National Standard, Room Air Conditioners Z234.1-1972,"
AHAM, December 21, 1972, p. 6.
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RUG SHAMPOOER AND SHAMPOOER-POLISHER

.

,. Ru9 Shampooer _._

i'i A rug shampooer is a walk-behind appliance which cleans

_:_ rugs and carpets using motor-driven rotating brushes and

_iI detergent liquid. Shampooe_--pollshers use attachments to

convert from shampoo use to Floor polishing use. Polishersr,
:i

are included in the shampooer-polisher category.ii
N

•' :_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

,_ _ Both shampooers and shampboer-pollshers are d!fferentlated

by number of speeds, width of eleanlng path (12 or 14 inch widths

are typical), and capacity of detergent-liquid dispenser (90-
144 ounces are the typical capacity). Typical power range is

30Q-450watts.

Usage:

Rug shampooers soap and scrub rugs and carpets. Shampooer-

i'I polishers use accessory brushes and pads to shampoo, polish,
and buff.

" 68
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SEWINGMACHINE,ELECTRIC

:- g

.I
_, Definition:

An electricsewingmachineis a machinepoweredby anelectric motor which sews cloth by means of a threaded needle

_. and bobbin moving together and apart so as to form inter-

_ locking stitches, with adjustable ten'slon, stitch length, and

.: speed.

' 'Types, Sizes, and Power:

_ [] Sewing machines are basically categorizedby the types of
[] stitching available. Most new sewing machines feature zig-zag

and buttonhole stitching. Some machines have built-ln button-

I hold and/or special stitch capability; others use cams and

snap-in attachments. Sewing machines can feature from one to

!_ over thirty stitches. Typical Is 120-150 watts.power range

Usage:_: Sewing machines sew fabric to make and mend clothes and

other goods. The basic machine sews straight and, frequently,

simple zig-zag. More sophisticated machines can include

straight, zig-zag, blind hem, mending, box, shell, straight

r-! stretch, rick-rack, overcast and elastic stitches.

m
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SHAVER(Electric)

Definition:

_ _ A shaver is a hand-held electric grooming aid which catches.,
facial or body hair and clips it at the skin llne.by means of '_
bladesthatrotateor moveback andforth.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

!.__ Shavers are categorized according to cutting surface type,
motor type, and power source (electrical, rechargeable battery,

_i'I _ or regular battery). Powe_ is unde_ ten watts.

._ Usage:

Shavers for men are used daily (more or less depending on

i thickness end darkness of beard) to shave part or all of the

_"t_ beard, upper lip, and neck hair. Shavers for women are used on
the legs and underarm around three times a week (more or less

_! dependlng on darkness of hair and need for neat appearance).
m

I_
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SLIDEPROJECTOR

I

": m -Definition:ii []
,;_ A slide projector is a self-supported e]ectric device which

_i l uses light to project an image of a slide onto a separate screen.
,!

_, j Types, Sizes, and Power
.< Slide projectors are generally differentiatedby the type

iii_ of slide tray and by features such as automatic timing and
remote control slide changing. Typical sizes range from

Ii-i/2 x ii X 6 in. high to 14-1/2 x 13 x 8-3/4 in. high,

B Typical lamp wattage is 300-400 watts.

Usage:

, Slide projectors are used indoors for large screen viewingof small slides. Because of the set-up time involved, slide

projectors are used infrequently but generally show many slides

once setup.

i .
_ .
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TRASH COMPACTOR

i'i

• _ Definition:

_ A trash compactor is a device designed to reduce the volume

_.,._ of trash generated in a single family household using the principle

i _! of compaction.* It compresses a load of wet and dry, food and

_i I_ nonfood waste to around one-fourth of its original volume. Thei_ compactor is designed to fit waste into a disposable compactor

_ I_ bag which can be lifted out and disposed of,

_i Types, Sizes, and Power:

' Compactors are differentiated by features such as removable

}_ ram and wall wiper (for easy cleaning), automatic deodorizing,

7

,_I *"American National Standard A197_-1976. Performance Eval.
w Procedure for Household Trash Compactors," AHSM, June 1976, p. 4

i,

Fi
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and sound insulation. Most use a 1/3 hp motor to develop around

)_i 2300 pounds of pressure. Typical size is 15 x 24 x 34 in. "

Usage:

;_ _ Trash compactors reduce the volume of trash to reduce thenumber of garbage disposal trips.

!'!

;.j

t _

i.*1

w

i
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TYPEWRITER,ELECTRIC
q_

:12

_:i! Definition: !
_rJ

_ _ An electric typewriter uses a motor-drlven belt to add

!.__ power to the fingers' strokes on a keyboard, so as to quickly

_i.I _ produce dark, even characters. Some electric typewriters

feature push-button functions such as carriage return and mul-

_ tlple dashes, periods, or x's.

i;i
_i :_; Types, Sizes, and Power:

!! Electric typewriters are differentiated by type faces (pica,

elite, ete.),by the functions featured, and by carriage size (10

inch or 12 inch). Typical power range is around 70 watts.

Usage:
Typewriters convert finger strokes on around 88 alphabetical,

_ numerical, punctuation, and symbolic characters _nto even,

printed text.

J;

t_b

L I
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M
: I_ VACU(IH CLEANER

UprightVacuum

Canister withBower'Vacuum with Sweeper
Power Swee

•

Hand Vacuum -'_'_

._; Vacuum -,"

L_.._ :_ .,
Definition:

_ A vacuum cleaner is a powered machine that removes dirt
W

and othez, debris from surfaces through a suction (and sometimes

"' _ brushing) action.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Vacuum cleaners come in five baei.etyees:

. Upright vacuum (typical power 300-350 watts)
fl
_ . Upright vacuum with powered beater brush (typical power

460-725 watts)

.. Canister vacuum (typical power 600-800 watts)
• Canister vacuum with upright powered beater brush unit

(typicalpower around 720 watts)

" _ • Hand held vacuum cleaners (typical power around 250 watts).

Usage:

Vacuum cleaners are used in the house, shop, garage, and

'" patio to remove debris flromhard surfaces and to loosen and

remove dirt from rugs.
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AIR COMPRESSOR, ELECTRIC

c#

Definition:

An electric air compressor is a device that uses electricm

_, _ power to operate a reciprocating compressor which provides high
L

_i pressure air. This compz_essed air is normally used to operate

air tools, paint sprayers, and to perform other functions.

_': I_ Types, Sizes and Power:

: Air compressors are differentiated by the amount of horse-

power available (1/2 to 3 hp, usually), which is in turn related
to the compressor'e SCFM (Standard Cubic Feet per Minute), and

f_ PSI (Pounds per Square Inch) delivered. Typical sizes range

M from 13-1/2 x Ii x 9 in. high to 50 x 24 x 33 in. high, Units

_ypically draw from 130 to 2800 watts.

,. Usage:

-- Air compressors provide air to operate air tools, inflate

tire_, alr-clean machinery, and spray paints, insecticides, and

_ herbicides.
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BANDSAW

/ ,._ ,'_,_..

_ "Horizontal Band Saw
Vertical
Band Saw

i Definition:

A band saw is an electrically powered tool which incorporates

a saw blade in the form o£ a continuous loop or band.

i:}_ Types, Sizes and Power:

_' Although mosg band saws are self-supported, there is a type

which is hand-held, Self-supported band saws either feature a

;': vertical or a horizontal (these are sometimes tiltable) cutting
IQ

blade. Band saws are also differentiated by height o£ cutting

area, usually lO in. to l_ in. Typical sizes range from 18 x ll x

_ I_ 33 in. high to 25 x 18 x 65 1/2 in. high. The range of electric

,i _ motor power is 1/3 to 1/2 HP, producing around 1725 revolutions

_, per minute.
q

,t Usage:

Band saws cut (and sand, with attachment) straight lines,

,. curves, and other patterns into wood, metal, or other stock•
F
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BELT SANDER

•
_ _r_ :

i!

'_ _ Definition: i;:

A belt sander is a fixed or hand-gulded electricallypowered .J

tool which sands wood or other stock surfaces using a gear-driven

replaceable sanding belt. Belt-disc sanders (belt sanders with i

'"_ sanding disc attached) are included in this definition.

Types, Sizes and Power:

Belt sanders are differentiated by number of speeds available

(usually one or two) and by size of sanding belt (3 in. x 18 in.,
3 in. x 21 in., 3 in. x 24 in. and 4 in. x 21 3/4 in. are typical

f_ belt sizes). Power typically ranges around 3/I_to 7/8 hp.

Usage:

Sanders are used when high speed is desired to remove paint

II and coatings from surfaces, "plane down" stock, smooth plaster,
w remove rust and give wood a fine finish. Progressively finer

grit belts can be used.

I
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BENCHGRINDER

.; _ ....._-_u-__, .

. _ '_'_b_".;.._C,;L",_ _A'-'_

" Definition:
r,.

_'_ A bench grinder is a self-supported electrically powered

il_ toolwhichropidlyrotatesa grlndlsgwheelandlorwirewheel
brush for the purposes of grinding, sharpening, and polishing.

_I_
._ Types, Sizes, Bnd Power:

_ I_ Bench grinders are differ4ntlated chiefly by the diameter of

their Brlnding wheels, which are usually 5 to 6 in. in diameter.

tll Motor outpu_ is usually i/h HP or below.

il _ Usage:
' Bench grinders grind, polish, clean, and sharpen. They are

most often used to sharpen knives, lawn mower blades, chisels,

and hatchets.

, i
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CIRCULARSAW

IS

,,. Definition:

-' A circular saw is a hand-held, electrically powered tool .,

'<_ designed to cut wood or other stock in a straight line, using a

_ rapidly rotating disc blade.

i'_ " Types, Sizes, and Power:

Circular saws are mainly differentiated by amount of horse-

power (home-use range is generally from 1 to 1 1/2 HP). Speed

of rotation is around 5300 to 5800 RPM.

Usage:

Circular because combine and bladesaws_ they high power

speed, can handle demanding cutting Jobs, and are useful, indoors

" ,,'_! and outdoors, for standard house construction.

_f
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DISC SANDER

T

_:_ Deflnltien: :.

A disc sander is a hand held ele'ctricallypowered tool which

,, uses a rapidly rotating disc to sand surfaces. Disc sander-

_ _ polishers are included in this definition, but belt-dlse sanders
_i are not.

,4

_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

i. _!!i_ The usual home-use disc sander uses a 7-in. diameter sanding

! disc, which rotates at around 2400 rpm. Typical maximum motor

_.!,_ output is 1 1/4 HP.
._.!

I_ Usage:

Disc sanders with sanding attachment are used on non-grained

stock, to remove paint and coatings from surfaces, to "plane down"

stock, and to smooth plaster. Their.high speeds make them suited

for big Jobs such as removing paint or rust from a ear. With a

4I polishing attachment, the tool can polish a variety of surfaces.

i{
W_

l-!

'i
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-- DRILLBITSHARPENER

i _!ii Definitien:
m

_ A drill bit sharpener is a self-supported portable tool

I _ which uses a rapidly rotating grinding wheel to sharpen dull orbroken twist bits.

!! _ Types, Sizes, and Power:

The home-use sharpener typically aocepbs and sharpens theF,

Ts

full range of smaller size bits (smaller than 1/2 in. drills).

Chief differences are in motor size. Typical horsepower is 0.2 HP.

Usage:
Drill bit sharpeners resharpen dull or broken carbon and

I_! high speed steel twist bits, but do not usually resharpen carbide-

tipped drill bits.

F i
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DRILL, ELECTRIC

U
Definition': ..

An electric drill is a portable, hand held tool which uses
!.

an electric motor to drive a _otating adjustable chuck that nor-mallyholds a drill bit or other device. A set of gears is nor-

mally incorporated between the motor and chuck to obtain lower

I_ speed, higher torque drill bit rotation.b

Sizes, Types, and Power:

Drills are normally classified by the maximum diameter drill

bit that will £1t in the chuck and are usually found in i/4-in.,

3/8-In., and 1/2-in. sizes for home use. Handles may be of the

plstol grip as illustrated above or have end handlestype may

and/or auxiliary side handles. Drilling is usually in line with

r_ the ma_or axis of the drill but may be at right angles for specialb.

purposes. Typical power range is from 1/6 to 7/8 HP.

Usage:

,-" Electric drills are used throughout the home and out of doors.

While their main purpose is for drilling holes, there are a wide

. _ variety of attachments such as disk sanders and polishers, wire

-- brushes, and grinding wheels that may be attached.

83
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ORILL, OLT PURPOSE

L_ i
Definition

.:i

_"_I A multi-purpose drill is a hand-held tool that uses an _;
electric motor to produce rotational power for attachments such '

_- _ as a drill bit, screwdriver, dlse sander_ grinding wheel, wi_e
brush, and polishing bonnet, and to produce a rapid reciprocatin_

action for hamme_-drilling o_ hammer-chiseling.

: _ Sizes, Types and Power:

Multi-purpose dr111s, llke regular electric drills, are

I_ classified by the maximum diameter drill bit that will fit in

W the chuck and are usually found In 3/8-In. and i/2-in, sizes

for home use. Multl-purpose drills generally have auxiliary

Bide handles for greater control. Speed is around 0-800 RPM,

and 36,000 blows per minute. Typical power range is from 1/3
I_ _o 7/8 HP.

T I .
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Usage:

The multi-purpose drill can drill, drive screws, sand,

grind, clean and polish, usin_ Just the rotational motion. Com- .
_ bining rotational and hammering motion and using special drill !

_ _ bits makes it a hammer-drill for masonry, _tone, and brick. The
hammering motion alone, using a chisel or scraper accessory, i

_i _ makes it a tool to mortise, chisel, gouge, and scrape paint, wall-
paper,andtile.

iit
i

_ M .. i
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DRILL PRESS

M

B

Definition: i

_, _ A drill press is a self-supportin_ electrically powered fiool

which drills, using variable speeds and drill bit sizes, into

'_ B stock clamped onto a work table.

_L _ Types, Sizes, and Power:
Drill presses are differentiated by attachments, features,

and horsepower available. Typical size ranges from 15 x 27 x 72
in. to 17 x 29 x 64 in. Typical power range is i/2 to 3/4 HP.

Usage:

Drill presses are useful for precision hole drilling. With
a tilting work table, drilling can be done at 45° angles or on

It the narrow edge of a sheet of stock. Positive stops allow fast

repetitive drilling. With attachments, the press can do routing,

planing, mortising, and other finishing work.
r.J
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ENGRAVING PEN, ELECTRIC

Definition: ,_.

_i__ An electric engraving pen is a hand-held tool which delivers

around 7200 strokes per minute to a small tip, to make permanent,i_ etched marks on metal and other materials. Stroke adjustments

' vary for fine or wide lines.

_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

_,1 There are no major differences among engraving pens, which

weigh around one pound each. Typical power is around 12 watts.

Usage:

- An engraving pen makes permanent, etched marks on keys,

cameras, tools, camping gear, Jewelry, appliances, and other

valuables.

II

I
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m JOINTER

I I

,

}!_ Definition: . i"
: A Jointer is a self-supported electrically powered tool which i;i

I_ planes wood to allow Pieces to fit precisely when Jointed together.
i, Jointer-planers are included in this definition.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

: I;I Jointers are differentiated by the width of wood they are

'i ,_ _i capable of planing (usually 4 in. to 6 in.) and by the type of

optional motor (standard or heavy-duty). Typical size range is

{_ from 12 x 32 x 9 1/2 in. high to 22 x 39 x 9 1/4 in. high. Some

come with stands. The Jolnter knives usually rotate at around

3450 to 4200 RPM, and use a 1/2 to 3/tlHP motor.

Uslge:
Jolnters plane wood to make precisely fitting glue or other

Joints.

d
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LATHE

N1

f__ Definition:

,! A lathe is a self-supported eleetrloal machine in which stock

_,i_ is rotated about a homizontal axis and shaped by a tool that is

{ usually hand held for wood working and positioned by screw feeds

_ _ for metal working.

£" Types, Sizes, and Power:

) Lathes are generally classified by their application to wood

!_ or metal turning, by number of speeds available, and by the maxi-

• mum diameter of stock that can be shaped (I 1/2 in. to I0 in. is

I_ the usual range). Home use lathes are almost always wood lathes,
with one to four speeds. Dimensions range from around 12 x 6 x

4 1/2 in. high to around 18 x 42 x 53 in. high. Speeds range

il _ from 800 to 3700 RPM, and power ranges from around 1/3 to 1/2

horesepower.
L_4

Usage:

'" Home-use lathes can turn pieces of wood and other stock to

produce such shapes as chair legs, bannister supports, candlesticks,

and chess pieces.

C
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MITERBOX,POWER

/ CCCI,:_'_''j

r__. '.__-,-:-.:..,:_-;.-,_

Definition:
j A power miter box is a self-supporting, electrically

powered tool which makes fast, accurate square cuts and angle
cuts (miters) using a pivoting circular saw installed into a

table designed for aligning stock and guiding the cut.

Types,Sizes,andPower:

Miter boxes generally feature a 9-inch diameter saw blade

and a 1.5 horsepower motor.

Usage:
fa

Power miter boxes can make straight and angle cuts in

wood, plastics, and light metals. They are best for trim work.,J

FI
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ORBITAL SANDER

.-..

Definition: ''

An orbital sander is a hand-held electrically povlered tool: which drives, in an orbital motion, a rectangular platen that holds

the abrasive sheet. This category includes dual action orbital/

straight-line sanders.
L

Sizes,and Power:Types,

Orbital sanders are differentiated into single action sanders,

.. _ which have only the orbital motion, and dual action sanders which

have a lever to switch from orbital action to stralght-llne action.

-. _ OrSital sanders are also differentiated by number of orbits per

minute (8,400 to 12,000 usually), and by the size of the rectan-

gular platen (3 5/8 in. x 9 in. and 4 1/2 in x 5 in. are typical
sizes). Power ranges around 1/8 Hr.

Usage:

_, Orbital sanders are typloally used to obtain an even removal

of material from extended surfaces, especially where sanding lines

,., are undesirable.



PLANER,ELECTRIC

2r

4
_,, Definition:

_i D An electric planer is a hand held tool which uses rapidly
m• _._ rotating steel blades to plane down stock.

;:,; Types, Sizes and Power:

"_=I_ Planers are dlfferentiated by speed (typically 14,500

' _ 15,000 RPM) and power (typically 3/8 to 1/2 HP).

[_ Usage :

Power planes plane stock extremely fast, and are suitable

for large-scale planing and removal of stock.

t _
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POLISHER

." . , J ' f

Definition: i

A polisher is a hand-held tool which uses an electrical
ms,or _o rotate rapidly a disc oontalning a polishing pad.

Sander-pollshers are not included in this definition,

Types, Sizes, and Power:
Polishers can be differentiated by the maximum speed capa-

[ [_ bility, which is usually in the range of 2000-2500 RPM, A

" 7-inch polishing disc is usually used.

Usage:

_ Polishers are most useful for quickly creating a high
w gloss, especially when a large amount of polishing is required.

E_
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m RADIALARMSAW

[ G

•
Definition.

i

A radial arm saw is a self-supporting electrically powered

too! which combines a pivotable clrcu].ar saw cutting action with

I_ movement of the along a stralght rotatable
saw groove on a

... "turret arm." With attachments, the saw can be adapted to

i I| wood shaping and flnishing work.

Types, Sizes, and Powe_:
Radial saws are dlfferentlated by the number of features

_I and attachments available. Typically, dimensions are 33 i/2 x

32 x 27 inches high, and motors develop 3450 RPM. Power is

if' around 1 1/2 to 2 HP.

I:
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Usage:

Radial saws crosscut, rip, miter, level, and cut compound

angles. With proper attachments, the saw can be adapted to
L

shaping, molding, dadoing, sanding, routing, boring, and

drilling.

_L

.I

I

|m
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ROUTER

,'

"; Definition:

! "A Pouter is a hand-guided, high speed shaping tool that uses

different bits and accessories to shape wood precisely.

m
Types, Sizes, and Power:

,_ U Reuters are differentiated mainly by horsepower and bearing

construction. Power in home-use reuters usually ranges from 1/2
c
:, _ to 1 HF. Bit rotation speed ranges from around 22,000 RPM to

, _ around 28,000 RPM,

-_ _ Usage:

I_ Reuters can be used in the workshop for planing, shaping,

-- _ cutting multl-curve moldings, decorating edging, free-hand mot-

,: (_ tlslng, rabbeting, dadoing, dovetailing, laminate trimming, door

handing, lock mortising, making signs, and cutting precise grooves

for professional inlay work.
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RECIPROCATINGSAW

-f._f"_T' : " ,_,

"_,. _/ ReciprocatingSaw
Definition: _ ".._.._'_

A _eciprocating saw is a hand-held or hand-gulded tool using

electric power to rapidly move a saw blade back and forth against

the stock to permit precise, flexible sawing. The saw blade holder
accepts various types of saw blades. Sabre saws, Jig saws, and

scroll saws are included in this category.

Types, Sizes, and Power:
The standard reciprocating saw is hand-held and uses a bare

_ horizontal saw blade. One, two, and variable speeds are available.

_ This type generally uses 3/8 to 1/2 horsepower to achieve no-load

I_ speeds of 2000 to 2400 strokes pe_ minute (_PM). Variable speed
reciprocating saws achieve zero to 2400 SPM.

_ The Jig saw is designed to make precise straight or curved

_& cuts in stock sheets. It is hand-guided, but self-supported on

a flat base that glides over the wood as the cut is made. One,

,. two, and variable-speed Jig saws are available. The motor



M

I+

J_

_-, generally draws 2.5 to 2.8 amps. One-speed Jig saws usually

achieve 3200 to 3300 SPM. Two-speed saws operate around 2_I00 to

2500 low speed and around 3200 to 3300 SPMat high speed. Vari-

f, able speeds can operate from zero to around 2900 to 3300 SPM. Jig ,

saws and sabre saws are generally synonymous. The scroll saw, or

4g stroller, resembles the Jig saw except that the blade swivels for

intricate cutting. It typically uses a 3/8 to 1/2 HP motor. _

Usage:

Various reciprocatingsaw bladespermitcuttingof wood,

,+ ._

metal, composition board, plaster, and leather. Standard recipro-

i__ eating saws are useful for pruning trees, and cutting metal pipe,

tubing, trim, and sheets. Jig saws can cross cut; miter and level

I_ cut, rip plywood paneling, and cut curves in a variety of stock.Scroll saws can act as Jig saws and can also cut intricate curves.

[I

IJ
IJ

r!
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ROTARYGRINDER

N ,'la.

!
_, Definition:

I A rotary grinder is a hand-held tool that uses a motor-p

driven rapidly rotating shaft and attachments to grind and

I shapestock.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

The major differences among rotary grinders are the type

of motor (permanent magnet or electromagnetic) and the cutter

and point attachments available. The rotary grinder is lighter

and more compact than the hand motors that can drill, grind,

_i _ sand, and polish. It is designed to be held like a very large

_iI pencil. A typical motor 1/4 maximum for 25,000develops hp a rpm

i !_ no'_loadspeed.

Usage:

W_ The rotary grinder and its small attachments (diameter is

_ frequently .25 in. or less) are designed fo_ precise work.

i _ With proper attachments, the grinder can rough, finish, rout,
bevel or mill in wood, fiber, plastic, or metal.

I i
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: _ SHAPER

_ _"-_"_ _¢'_ .

;,,,_, _-"_._...___ -._L"_

,, _ Definition:
P,: A wood shaper is a self-supported tool which uses an electric

._ _ motor to rotate a shaft to which any of a number of wood shaping !

_, accessory are fitted. The shaft is attached to a table designed

_!'_ for aligning and guiding stock as it is shaped.

_,_ Types, Sizes, and Power:

;_ Wood shapers are generally differentiated by the available

:_ accessories and attachments. Typical size is around 25 x 25 x I0

i_i_ in. high, and a typical motor uses 1/2 horsepower to make the shaft
f

_i rotate at 9000 RPM.

_! Usage:

_i _ Wood shapers, with appropriate attachments, perform functions

!: such as routing, making turnings and dowels, corner rounding,

Jointing, sanding, and other ornamental work.
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STAPLER, ELECTRIC

_., Definition: i

, An electric stapler is a hand-held tool that uses an elec-

t4 tromagnetlc power unit to drive staplers flush to surface.

I Types, Sizes, and Power:

Home use electric staple guns do not vary significantly in

design or size. The stapler typically weighs under two pounds.

Usage:

Electric staplers quickly drive strong staples into stock,

i:!I_ and are used in place of small nails or other fasteners.&m@

[
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m STRAIGHT-LINESANDER
Iv

_J

_i Definition:

i_i_;-_ A etraight-llnesanderioa honl-heldtoolwhlehusesan
#

• IL_ electric motor to rapidly drive a rectangular sandpaper-bearing

. _ platen in a back-and-forth motion. Stralght-line sanders are

_ also called vlbration sanders

• _ l
!_ Types, Sizes, and Power:_ •
_ _W There are only minor differences among this type of sander.

• _I Most straight-llne sanders_are smaller than oribital or dual-

_ action sanders. Typical pad area is 3 x 5-7/8 in., and typical

performanceis 14,400strokesperminute.

_ii_ Usage:
i!il

!%,' The straight-line sander, because it can follow the grain ;

_ .of the wood, is useful for a fine,swirl-free finish. The tool

can also polish when equipped with polishing pads.

r.
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TABLESAW

....... _, _,-"m_._,_,_:_:+;._:_- ..:_ • " G,/

! '
_; Defintilon:

_ A table saw is a self-supporting electrically powered tool

_i _ which features a rotating circular saw installed into a table

_ designed for aligning and guiding stock.
I-

_7
:: Types, Sizes, and Power:

Table saws are generally differentiated by the diameter of
the saw blade, usually 9 or i0 in., and by attachment availability.

I_ Typical dimensions range from 20 x 30 in. to 22 x 32 in. for the

table, and i0 x 22 in. for the rip fence extenstlon. Typical speed

and power ranges from 3450 to 5400 RPM and 1 1/2 to 2 1/2 HP.

Usage:
l,i

The table saw quickly and accurately cuts sheets of stock.

An arbor can allow tilting for level and miter cutting. Attach-

merits can be used on the table saw for moulding, dadoing, and

other professional cuts.

r_
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AIR-COOLED REPLACEMENT ENGINE

c _ Definition:

_ An air-cooled replacement engine is an engine designed

to replace a worn-out or damaged engine in an otherwise
,. operable machine, i_

i_; ! Types, Sizes, and Power:

_! m Replacement engines are differentiated by amount of4_ q@

available power, which usually ranges from 2 to 16 hp, and

_.. by engine design features such as bearing configuration.

_,i'__ ' •
• , Usage:

_";_ Replacement engines, since they come in many sizes,
_-_ power levels, and types, can replace many types of engines

used for lawn and garden use. Typical replacement needs
are for pumps, compressors, and tractors.

_,
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CHAINSAW

GasolineChainSaw

j
/:// /' _y'/" ElectricChainSaw

;" t Definition: 'l"__

A chain saw is a hand-held tool that uses a gasoline o_"

_ _ eleotrle-powered motor to rapidly rotate a sharp-toothed chain
z around an oblong guide bar, for the purposes of sawing wood.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Chain saws are either electric or gas-powered, and aredifferentiated chiefly by engine suze (for gas saws, size ranges

from 2.3 to 3.7 cu. in.) and by length of guidebar, usually 12

[_ to 17 inches long for consumer use.

_ Usage:

Chain saws are used outdoors for rapid sawing when accuracy

' and a smooth out are not necessary.mm

J
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EDGER TRIMMER

i.

2 1

!
CY

' Definition:ii
i;!

_:_ An edger tri_ner Is a walk-behind po_vered lawn and garden

_!!_:ii _, tool which uses a rauidly, rotating disc blade to trim shrubbery

and, with an adjustment, to edge the borders of walks and othez.

ii_ii:_--_ man-made surfaces. Edgers are.lncluded in this category.
i

_il Edger trimmers are differentiated by source of power

i _ (gasoline or electric) and by the diameter of the cutting blade.

i m Blades are usually 6 to 9 inches in diameter, and rotation speeds

i'_}_ man_e from around 5,000 rpm to ove_ 13,000 rpm. Electric edger

trimmers use approximately 500 watts, while gasoline-powered

trimmers feature an engine size of around 120 ec.
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Usage:

Edger trimmers are used outdoors to trim areas that are

difficult to :sow,such as around fences, trees, shrubs, and
J

flower beds. Converted to an edger, it will neatly clear a
i:!

narrow path along the edge of a sidewalk or other paved surface.

VI

rT

R ,

t
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GARDENTRACTOR•

r_

•i _ Definition:

{; A riding garden tractor is a self-propelled riding vehicle

'.'_ designed for general purpose lawn and garden work which:

'_ I I. _ust have all attachments removable from the tractor
2. Must have provisions for a capability of handling

., _ ground engaging attachments, such as either a moldboard plow: tiller, disc, or cultivator, and a device to lift such attachments. _
f.

Types, Sizes, and Power:
Garden tractors are categorized by amount of horsepower and

tyoe of special features available. Typical available power is
i0-16 hp.

Usage:

Accessories allow a wide range of uses including snowplowing_

snow throwing, plowing, mowing, tilling, preparing seed beds,
cultivatlng, hauling, and lawn sweeping.

•"Marketing Manual," Outdoor Power Equipment (OPEI), Washington,
D.C., page ll.

w.
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HEDGETRIMMER

M
Definition:

M
i! A hedge trimmer is a hand-held lawn and garden tool which '

uses a motor to power rapid back and forth strokes of a long,toothedblade.

Types, Sizes, and Power: :.

Hedge trimmers are categorized by blade length, which

i usually range from 16 in. to 22 in. Maximum power is usually

under 1/3 hp.

Usage:

fledge trimmers are used to trim hedges, bushes, and thin

tree branches.

I|
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LAWN MOWER, Walk-Behind

Definition:

Walk-behind lawn mowers are divided into four types by theB
" [] Outdoor Power Equipment Institute:

l A Powered Reel Mower is a grass-butting machine which

utilizes a power source to rotate several helically formed

_'_B blades about a horizontal axis to provide a shearing action

with a stationary cutter bar or bed knife.

_: A Powered Rotary Mower is a push or self-propelled grass-

cutting machine which utilizes a power source to rotate one or

_ more cutting blades about a vertical axis (axes).

A High Wheel Walkin_ Power Mower is a rotary mower withrear wheels (usually 12 in. to 14 in. diameter) significantly

larger than the front wheels designed to be used on extremely

so#t turf or other applications where the large rear wheels

facilitate ease of motion.

A Mulching Mower is a powered rotary mower whose deck has

}_ no discharge opening and whose design prohibits field modifi-

cations to add a catcher or discharge opening. _

I'
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Types, Sizes, and Power:

In each of the four types defined above, mowers can be

differentiated into push-type and self-propelled_and into gasoline

or electric types. Within each of these categories motors are

differentiated by the engine power and the cutting swath width.

Engine power is frequently described as reserve power. Walk-
behind mowers typically have engines in the range from 3-5 to

_I.Ohp, and cut swaths around 20-22 in. wide. Some mowers comeequippedwith grass catchers to catch the clippings as they are

_' mowed.

Usage:

•Walk-behind mowers are used in lawns and gardens to clip

grass, weeds and other plants to a uniform adjustable height of

_! _ from I-i/8 to 3-3/4 in. High wheel walking power mowers can

move on soft turf. Mulching mowers reduce the clippings into

'_' _ finer pieces to produce mulch. All walk-behind mowers are

suitable for small or medium-slze lawns.

M

• "Marketing Manual," OPEI, Washington, D.C., page 11.
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LAWN TRACTOR AND RIDING HOHER

•_ .!.

• _ Definition:

l Lawn tractor and ridlng inowersare self-propelled riding

_ vehicles designed for general purpose ].awn work which:
i: I. Are generally designed for cutting grass

2. Do not have provisions for or capability of handling

a ground-engaging attachment, such as either a moldboard plow,

_ tiller disc, or cultivator, nor a device to life such attachments. _

Types, Sizes, and Power:
Lawn tractors/rlder mowers are differentiated by amount of

J_ horsepower available. Seven to ten horsepower is the most common

range.

l"Marketing Manual," OPEI, Washington, D.C., page ll.

F_
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Usage:

Lawn tractor/riding mowers are chiefly used for mowing ..
large lawns. Trail-behlnd accessories such as a dump cart,

spiker-aerator, drop spreader, broadcast spreader, and lawn
roller allow a variety of lawn care activities.

i

_.
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: _ LEAFBLOWER

i;

M

q;

s"f I

:':_ Defi nitlon:

c_ j A leaf blower is s single purpose, engine-powered
,', machine, designed to blow debris from one area to another.

:i[

B Combination yard vacuum-blowers are excluded from this
_, category.*

i_) Types, Sizes, and Power:

_,:, Leaf blowers are differentiated chiefly by engine size.

_: _ Typical power range is around 3-1/2 horsepower.
!i

0s0go:
, The leaf blower blows leaves into rows or piles for

F_.,_ simplified mulching or bagging, and scatters leaves from
beneath shrubbery or porches for easier pickup.

•"Marketing Manual,"OPEI, Washington, D.C., page 12.

f,,
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" 1!_ PORTABLEOUTDOORHEATER

Electric.Fuel-FiredHeater :a'.:!::.

ElectricResistanceHeaterL_ "_':_";_;'i_'_ F

, Definition: _j

A portable outdoor heater is a portable device that uses

,._i electricity,liquid fuel, or both to produce heat,

" _ Types, Sizes, and Power:

:"'l floaters are categorized by the Btu's/bour they can deliver,
and by the type of heat source. Electric resistance heatere

typically provide 4500 to 5600 Btu's, using 1320 to 1650 watts.Combination electric - fuel-flred units deliver much more heat,

in the range of 50,000 to B0,OO0 Btu's.

Usage:

A portable outdoor heater is used in outdoor or well-

ventilated areae, such as construction sites, garages, barns,
lJ

or workshops, to warm a cold room or add extra heat for special

purposes (drying paint or warming a newborn calf, for example).

. i
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POWER LAWN SWEEPER

M :

I

m

I Definition:

A power lawn sweeper is a walk-behind engine-powered lawnand garden tool which uses rowe of brushes on a rotstin_ axle

to sweep lawn debris into a large basket.

Types, Sizes, and Power:

Power lawn sweepers can be self-propelled or push type,
and have varying engine sizes (usual size is around 3-1/2 hp).

Some sweepers have attachments available that permit dethatoh-
ing as well as sweeping.

Usage:

Power lawn sweepers pick up grass clipoings, leaves, and

, other lawn debris. With dethatching attachment, the sweeper

can remove thatch to aid lawn growth.

116
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POWER SHEAR

, _ /

i

g.

i •

{"_ Definition:

'&i3; A power shear is a hand-held lawn and garden tool which

uses electric or battery power to give a set of blades a rapid

_ sclssors-llke slicing motion.

{ _ Types, Sizes, and Power:Power shears can be held directly by the hand or can be

: _ designed with a rod to extend reach and do _round work more
easily. Power range is around 1/5 hp or less.

Usage:
Power shears are used in the yard or garden to prune, trim

hedges, cllp weeds or grass, and do other minor cutting Jobs.

i17



ROTARYSHREDDER'

4 ), ,

:,' Definition:m

m A rotary shredder is a self-Doweredmachine for processing

vegetation debris and trimmings, having a rotating shredding

H mechanism, gravity or force fed receiving intake, and which

_i accomplishes processing w_thout the use of a grinding screen

• _!il;_ or grld.*

!!!_ Types, Sizes, and Power:
;, _ Shredders, which can be either eleotrle or gasoline-powered,

_, and are differentiated by engine size. Typical power range is

'_'" from i-1/2 to 6 hp. Units with larger engines are able to shred

larger branches, and can shred finer and faster, than those equip-
:b

ped with smaller engines.

Usage:

Rotary shredders reduce various kinds of lawn and _arden

debris for disnosal or recycling as mulch or compost.

*"Marketing Manual," OPEl, Washington, D.C., p. 12.
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ROTARYTILLER
I,

i

%J ...J

Definition:

A rotary tiller is a walk-behind lawn and garden tool which

_ _ uses an engine to spin a horizontal shaft carrying a number of

_ curved blades, for the purpose of conditioning soil.
Z

Types, Sizes, and Power:

_. Rotary tillers are differentiated by amount of horsepower

available. The typical range is from 2 to 8 hp. The width and

width adjustability of the cutting path also varies, as does

the of drive(gear chain).type or

Usage:

Rotary tillers are most often used for breaking up and

_ turning garden soil. They can also be used for weeding, culti-

vating, and mixing mulch into the soil.

t_

_"Marketing Manual," OPEI, Washington, D.C., p. 12.
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SNOWTIIROWER,WALKBEHIND

_Qjj

n Gasoline Powered Electrical PoweredSnow Thrower Snow Thrower

"_ i Definition:

_" A walk-behind rotary snow thrower is a snow-throwing machine,

"- I either push or self-propelled, designed to remove snow from any

given area. It excludes rotary snow throwers designed for

i attachments to riding equipment, but includes those designed
for use with multipurpose garden tools.*

Types, Sizes, and Power:

'"_ Snow throwers are generally categorized by engine power,
• width of path each can clear, and by whether the thrower is

power-propelled or push-type. Two to five horsepower units
generally can clear a 2G-in. path, while a more powerful 8-hp,

I_ B-stage unit can clear a path 26 in. wide. Most snow throwers

features auger blades to break up and feed snow into a dis-

t_ charge chute. This can be done using one, two, or three

120
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g

auger s_ages Another type of snow thrower uses a rotating drum
with 2 paddles and directional fins to scoop in snow, and throw

it up and ou_. Smaller electrical snow throwers are yet

another_ype.

,;i _ Usage:
Snow throwers are used outdoors for removing snow from

- _ sidewalks and driveways.

Ii.
'i|

i

_4

*"Marketing Manual," OPEI, Washington, D.C., page ii.
J_

P_
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VACUUMCOLLECTOR

"
i_I _,. ,__

H Definition:
A vacuum collector (or yard vacuum)is an engine-powered

machine for vacuuming surfaces.for the removal of vegetation
debris and trimmings. Combination yard vacuum/blowers are

included in this category.W

Types, Sizes, and Power:
Outdoor vacuums are differentiated by capacity for holding

I_ refuse_ by the amount of horsepower and airnower available, and

_ by the number of features available (wet or dry pick-up, blower

conversion, etc.). Single-use vacuums develop around one to

,m *"Marketin_ Manual," OPEI, Washington, D.C., pa_e 12.

J_
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VACUUMCOLLECTOR- Page 2

i _ two he_"°eepower and ear_ °nlY vasuum. _ard vaeuum/blo,qe_ u_'l _ _ shave more power (3-1/2 hp) and can blow leaves as well as vacuum,

• :, oompaet and bag leaves.

i: Usage:

Yard vacuums clear yard of debris, clear sell and leaves

3 frompaved surfaces,and pick up water.

.i.z

,,' [

! J

'<H I

,' ii',! I
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WEEDCUTTER,ELECTRIC

J

f

E '

!'ii Definition:

' An electric weed cutter is a walk-behind machine that uses

ili a rapidly rotating nylon whip, powered by an electric motor, to

H trim grass and light weeds.

_. _ Types, Sizes, and Power:

There are only minor differences in types and sizes.

':__ Typical power use is i00 watts.

Usage:

Weed cutters trim grass and light weeds in areas unsuited

for regular mowing, such as along chain-link fences and Bide-

_ walks or against buildings.

124
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Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

4, CLASSIFICATION

In this section we develop criteria for classification, then

apply these criteria to each of the major three product classes.
The output will be a recommended classification of the products

identified in See. 2 and described in Sec. 3.

4.1 Criteria
The purpose of classification is to allow products to be

treated in groups, rather than individually. Classification canbebasedon:

I .Measurementprocedures;
• Dividing products of potentially slgnlficant nolse im-

_!,_ pact from those likely to be of little concern in terms
of health and welfare;

41_!_i • Methods already established by _ndustry and government.

__ Below vie discuss all three methods of classification.

Meae_o"emen_ Fao_ors

i Of the many factors that measurement criteria must satisfy,

._ relevance is of primary concern for developing a classification

_ _ strategy. The basic problem is that products used at different
Q

_" distances from users or bystanders and under different clreum-

stances must be measured by procedures that account for suchusage. For example, hair dryers are always used close to the

operators' ears, whereas dishwashers operate through automatic

cycles at greater distances. One would not expect the same

measurement procedure (e.g., reverberant room) to apply equally

well to both devices. Moreover, the levels measured by such a

commo2 procedure would not indicate the exposure actually

iJ
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experienced by the user. Thus, purposes classification,for of

we have established the following distance parameters, depending

on the noise source location:

HeM: The noise source is located in, or in con-

Junctionwitha deviceusedaroundthe
operator's head.

Ann's The noise is located in deviceLength: source a

usedatarm'slength.

M 8-8 Ft: The noise source is locate_ at the end of
a handle or hose and, typically, on the

_-_ floor or ground

F_: The product does not require an operator

m and is usuallystationary,withusersor

!_,_ bystanderslocated somewherein the far

I field.
Product installation is another factor that bears on the

:, relevance of measurements. The sound radiated into rooms will

' be affected by walls in which falasand air conditioners are

m mounted, whereas cabinets will reduce sound radiated by dish-

: _ washers. In other situations, the installation can amplify radi-

ated sound, as with food waste disposers mounted in steel sinks.

For many portable devices, there is no installation to speak of,

and the surrounding structures do not have a large influence on

sound levels. For our purposes, we will distinguishradiated

products according to whether they are #_ed or portabZe.

Hea_thand _Zfare

f_ Health and welfare factors comprise three major elements:
B

• Location

M

I'
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• Noiselevel

• Impact.

The Zoaa_on in which a source is used is clearly important

because of the acoustic properties and the human activities asso-

ciated with each space. Noise sources in a remote basement work-
shop, a bedroom, or out-of-doors will all result in different

i _ levels of exposure and different types of disturbances (speech,
sleep, etc,). We have identified the following major locations

for consideration:
• Kitchen

m Living/dining
I'i

• Work/utility

_J • Bedroom/bathroom

• Out-of-doo_s.
.¢,

%-

The noise Ze_eZ will be important for subsequent comparison

_. ]_ with health and welfare criteria. We will accordingly provide
data on the mean as well as range of levels.

; _ Of the various ways in which noise affects people, we have

FI m selected three for purposes of this study:

• Hearinglobs

• Speech interference

• Sleep Interruption.

It is necessary to establish criteria levels which, if exceeded,

establish that a product may contribute to one or more of these

types of impacts. We emphasize the term "may" because we arc

seeking a minimum threshold which Justifies furtheP evaluation

in a detailedhealthandwelfareanalysis.

m
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Y
The EPA has established a 24-hour energy equivalent exposure

level, Leq(24) of less than 70 dB as requisite to protect the

public health and welfare [2]. Accordingly, exposure to a con-
stant level of 70 dBA for 24 hours is regarded as barely unaccept-

able. Leq(24) is calculated from

where LA(t) is the time-varylng A-weighted level to which a per-son is exposed. Because of the structure of Eq. I, values of

B LA(t) in excess of 70 dBA contribute significantly to Leq(24_,..
l whereas values below 70 dBA contribute only weakly. Therefore,

we have selected 70 dBA as the threshold above which a source may

_:., contribute to hearing loss.

{,_ Intelligibility speech dependson back-of communication

r_ ground noise, the distance between the speaker and listener, and :

_i whether the speaker is willing to raise his voise to overcome

_i j the background noise. These relationships have been summarized
_ by Miller [3], as illustrated in Fig. 2. For communication in

'i__ the presence of household products, one would expect a speaker/
_5 _ listener distance of less than about 15 to 20 ft. Therefore, we
J

have selected 50 dBA as a criterion. Again, this level does not

_ preclude speech communication but indicates a potentlalproblem.
c<

'_'_ Miller [3] has also summarized the effects of noise on

_ _ sleep disturbances (see Fig. 3). As with other psychoacoustic

effects, there is a broad range of responses. However, in the

vicinity of 30 to 40 dBA, there is an abrupt rise in percentage

of people awakened generally, or awakened from Stage II (light)

sleep. Accordingly, we select 35 dBA as a threshold above which
further evaluation is warranted.
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Y,
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FIG, 3. AWAKENINGSTO VARIOUS SOUNDLEVELS [_].

|
One of the problems that we will face is deciding whether

I products exclusively spaces can people
used in certain affect in

other spaces. Of specific concern is whether outdoor power

" _ equipment, shop tools, or appliances used in kitchens, living, or

work areas can awaken people sleeping in their bedrooms. There

is a wide range of scenarios for this problem and an squallywide range of approaches for solving it. For a comprehensive

health and welfare evaluation, one would use a number of ecenar-

los and a reasonably sophisticated level of analysis. However,

for purposes of classification, a few simple formulas are needed.
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The one that we shall use to estimate sleep disturbances from
household appliances and power shop tools used in rooms other

than the bedroom is: Lb = L3 - 25 , (2) !

where Lb is the estimated sound level in the bedroom and L s is

_"I the product level measured at approximately 3 ft. The rationale

?i _ for the 25-dBA adjustment in Eq. 2 is provided in Appendix B.

ii_! For outdoor power equipment we use

_:I Lb= L(50)- Ci , (3)

tL m where L(50) is the level which is measured at (or.extrapolated ::

,,"_ to) 50 ft and

,!_2
:)ji

:_'! Ci = 15 for wlndow-open conditions [4]

i__ J CI = 25 for window-closed conditions* [4].
The 50 ft distance is selected as representative of the equipment-

j Induatry and Government
The products that wc are investigating have been dealt with

_._ _ by industry and government organizations for many years, and it

i_ m is useful to consider the classification techniques that they
_L

_?'_ have used. Accordingly, we will account for the way in which

:!ili_ the three principal industry associations -- AHAM, PTI, and OPEI -

:: classify products. In addition, we will consider the way in

_:i which the U.S. Department of Commerce classifies products through

its Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) Codes.
J i.t

*Which we assume applies for leaf blowers, portable outdoor

heaters, and snow throwers.
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J,

i_ 4.2 HouseholdAppliances

Table 4 arrays household appliances against the measurement,

health and welfare, and industry and government classification

factors discussed above. The x's denoting that a condition

applies were determined for distance, installation, and location

factors by a three-person team. Noise levels were obtained by

surveying published data and from measurements conducted appli-
on

ances for which no data were available. (These measurements are

presented in Appendix A of this report.) The potential health
and welfare impact was determined by comparing exposure levels

(given in the table or estimated by means of Eqs. 2 and 3) with
the indicated criteria levels. Industry assoolatlon and DOC

classifications were obtained from published literature.

Table 4 shows that certain products do not exceed the cri-

teria for health and welfare impact. Therefore, we eliminate

these from further study. The remainder then, have to be classi-

fied according to measurement, health and welfare, or industry/

_2_ government criteria.

• Classifying by health and welfare criteria would give the
EPA a rationale for prioritizing products but would still leave

problems with measurement methods. Such diverse products as

_ blenders, dishwashers, and hair dryers would be classified to-ng
gether in the group with the highest impact, yet it is doubtful

that a meaningful measurement method could be established for
all three.

Similarly, industry/government criteria do not prove to be
appropriate. The industry associations identified in Table 4

acooun_ for only 56% of the products in the table. The SIC codescut across too large a range of products to be useful for our

purposes. For example, SIC 36343 includes products as diverse

as can openers, hair clippers, manicure sets, and vaporizers.
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We conclude that classifylng household appliances primarily

on the basis of dlstance is the most appropriate for purposes of

this study. Table 5 shows that this approach, taking ether fac-
toms into account, leads to seven categories of products. All

products used around the face and head form one homogeneous cate-
gory. Not only are they all used at the same dlstanoe, but they

are all portable and are used predominantly in the same location(bedroom/bathroom). All fall within the (rather broad) 4-digit

SIC Code 3634, Electric Housewares and Fans.

Products used at arm's length are divided into three cate-

gories primarily because of the different spaces in which they

I are operated. The first of these categories forms a very homo-

geneous group of kitchen counter-top appliances. They are all

_' _ portable, and 75% are identified by AHAM as portable appliances.

D: All fall with SIC Code 3634. The four appliances in the next
v*

.£, category of health and grooming aids are also portable, but tend

_'_ to be used in bedrooms and bathrooms. Seventy-five percent of

,._ these are also identified by AHAM, and all are within SIC Code

_: 3634. The category of other appliances used at arm's length is

more diffuse: While they are all portable, 83% are used in

l multiple locations. None is identified by AHAM, and they span

three different 4-diglt SIC codes.

The fifth category in Table 5 comprises three appliances

used at 6 to 8 ft. They form a fairly homogeneous group, of

which all are portable, and all are used in multiple locations.

None of these appliances is identified by AHAM; they are divided

i:_!_'_ between two SIC codes.

: We have divided products that do not require an operator

ii _ into two groups: fixed and portablo. Appliances within both
groups are used in various locations'. AHAM classifies all of
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TABLE 5. RECOMMENDED CLASSIFICATION OF HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES.

I. Products Used Around the Face 5. Products Used at 6-8 Ft.

" Floor Pollsher/Waxer
or Dead

Facial Brush ' Rug Shampooer-Pollsher

Hair Clipper • Vacuum Cleaner

Hair Brush, comb
Dalr Dryer 6. Products That Do Not Require An

Shaver Operator: Fixed Appliances

Clothes Dryer i

Tooth Brush, elec.

2. Products Used at Arm's Length: Clothes Washer

Kitchen Dehumidifier

m Blender DishwasherCan Opener Food Waste Disposer

_; Coffee Grinder Range flood

J Food Chopper Refrigerator_ Food Room Air Conditioner
Food Mixer Trash Compactor "
Food Processor

J Food Slicer 7.' Products That Do Not An
Require

Ice Crusher Operator: Portable Appliances
Juicer

i Knife,elec. Airlleater .Knife Sharpener Aquarium Air Compressor _i
Clock _;

J

Fan

m 3. Products Used at Arm's Length: llumldifierHealth and Grooming Aids Ice Cream Maker, elec.
• Dental Irrigator Movie Projector

' Hot Lather Dispenser Slide Projector

/':_i':!I_ .'MassagerManlcureBet • Vaporiser

! 4. Products Used at Arm's Length:F
_71 Other
G$

• Pencil Sharpener

'" Pet Clipper
• Scissore_ elec.

!_ ' Sewing Dachlne

• Shoe Polisher• Typewriter

1

Im
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the fixed appliances, except for range hoods, as major and ident-
ifies slightly more than half of the portable appliances. These

products span eight different SIC codes.

4.3 Power ShopTools
A classification matrix for power shop tools is shown in

Table 6. Unlike household appliances, not a single tool was ,found to be below the potential health and welfare impact levels.

Therefore, none can be eliminated from further consideration at

this point.

m As with household appliances, there is little rationale for
classifying power shop tools other than by distance. Since all

tools for which data are available are capable of contrlbutins

J to hearing loss, there is no good way'to prlorltlze by type of
q

health and welfare impact. N _

J In its published literature provided to BBN during an inter-

view, the Power Tool Institute (PTI) identifies 68% of the tools

in Table 6. However, in a draft ANSI Measurement Standard, pre-
pared by the PTI, 88% of the tools were identified T [5]. PTI

B also identifies certain types of outdoor equipment as power tools.
Therefore, classifying on the basis of industry perspective

leaves some uncertainty as to which products to include.
While one could also classify the products in Table 6 on the

basis of SIC code, it is not clear that this would be the mostadvantageous approach. All of the tools identified in Table 6

*One could, however, prioritize by degree of impact. For example,
circular saws are noisier than drill presses and could be given

" a higher priority for regulatory action.

TPTI does not identify air compressors, drill bit sharpeners, or
lathes in draft Standard Sl0.1.
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fall into the following 5-digit SIC codes:

35461: Power-driven hand tools, electric.

if!, _ 35532: Woodworking machinery for home workshop (except

power-driven hand tools), including parts and

i.: attachments.
}:i,

_'_ 35631: Air and gas compressors and vacuum pumps.

!i!i!!_ Since the flrst two groups are used at arm's length, we have eom-
blned them and formed the categories illustrated in Table 7. All

,!' _ of these tools would be used primarily in home work/utility areas,

•._ but some of the portable units (e.g., drills, circular saws)

,. could also be used in numerous other locations.

._i_J

!
TABLE 7. RECOMMENDED CLASSIFICATION OF POWER SHOP TOOLS.

|
_:, I. Products Used At Arm's Length

_:': Band Saw • Lathe

i_i_ Belt Sander Mitre Box, power

':_!,i j Bench Grinder Orbital Sander, elec.._i; Circular Saw Polisher
.T,: Disc Sander Radial Arm Saw

Drill, elec. Rotary _rinder
Drill. multi-purpose Router

,:_ Drill Press Stapler. elec.
,_,_ Engraving Pen. elec0 Table Saw
C _ Impact Tools. elec. Vibration Sander
_', Jolnter/Planer

Ei • Air Compressor
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4.4 OutdoorPower Equipment
Table 8 presents the classification matrix for outdoor power

equipment. This table differs from the others in th', it makes
provision for noise data at far distances as well as near. This

is necessary because of (i) the greater potential for outdoorpower equipmenD co affect neighbors and (2) the greater difficulty

in extrapolating nearfield data to larger distances.
As with power shop tools, all of the outdoor power equipment

for which noise data are available are capable of contributingCo hearing damage. Therefore, none can be eliminated from fur-

ther study on the basis o£ health and welfare impact, nor is

there a basis for classification by type of impact.

From the perspective of industry, the Outdoor Power Equipment

l Institute identifies about 67% of the appliances in Table 8 and

the PTI about 17%. Some 22% are not identified by either asso-

I elation. Interestingly, both PTI and OPEI identify
electrlo

lawn mowers.

;-! Table 9 provides three categories of outdoor power equipment,

established on the basis of distance. The majority are used at

6 to 8 ft, five are used at arm's length, and only one is regu-i

_, larly used without an operator. We have divided elf-cooled

replacement engines into two categories: hand-held or ground-
supported.

m
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', _ TABLE 9. RECOMMENDED CLASSIFICATION OF OUTDOOR POI_EREQUIP_IENT.

1, Products Used At Arm's Length

/' • Air Cooled Replacement Engines

(for chain saws and brush cutters only)• Brush Cutter
• Chain Saw

,':f'_ . Hedge Trimmer_i! ' PowerShears(handheld)

:" 2. Products Used at 6-8 Ft

l
,_ , Air Cooled Replacement Engines L£af Blower
;:," (other than for chain saws) Power Lawn Sweeper !
l'., v.
_ _ • EdgeTrimmer RotaryTiller

' .U_; _ . Garden Tractor Shredder_ • Lawn Mower, riding Snow Thrower "
_', • Lawn Mowsr, walk behind Vacuum Collector, lawn

_.j _ • Lawn _mtcher Weed Cutter, aloe.
m

3. Products That Do Not Require An Operator

_ • Portable Outdoor lteater

!lm
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PRODUCT: Aquari,,.,̂_r Com..red,or DATE TESTEDM__.archii,,1978 BY KJFMfgr: Rena ModelName & Number: Rena R]OI

Size: 1/4 in..dla.Output Tube

H

.

!

C;"_. TEST CONDITIONS _EASURE,.I_NT I.'ET,00

'!'_!I Room Type:* _edromm Microphone Distance 3 ft ,t
_. Operator Present (x) ) i
;_ Yes No i

i_i__ Operating Parameters:@ 120 volts 5 watts ,.
ii Installation:** On _ableconnectedtowaterbubSler !
;,T [

d, i Processed Material:f@ Air i

DESCRIPTION OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN CPS i
A 31.5 63' 125 2S0 500 I000 2000 4000 8000

Normal Operatl( 41 33 54 41 40 41 35 24 24 24

o; Ambient Noise 2C 31 28 21 16 ii 10

*Kitches, llvlngroon, bedroom etc. @voltage, current, power, speed, ere.

**On table, on floor, bullt-ln eta. @@grass, J}in. plywood, bread dough e_c.

M



PRODUCT: Aquarium Air Compressor DATE TESTED_Iarch S, 1978 BY RDB
Mfgr: Second Nature

Model Name& Number: Whisper400

Size: i :
TEST CONDITIONS :.

Room Type:* In Situ

MEASUREMENTMETHOD

m "Microphone Distance: as noted / -'2"_ _ ."

, ,_,_

OperatorPresent: (Yes) (_o) ._>/ } •

Operating Parameters: t 3 watts

:q '

_ Installation:**Onstand

_o ProcessedMaterial:'_tAir

_;; DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREC "NCYIN CPS
A 31.5 63 125 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 8000

At 3 ft 40. 57 54 49 43 _8 _ 26 9_ IS

;, At 1 ft 46 58 57 54 50 43 37 33 28 24

_' An*blent 36 57 S3 46 41 33 27. 17 12 13

-. *Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom ere. Tvol.tage,current, power, speed, etc.

•*On table, on floor, builg-in etc. %Tgrass,.I_in. plywood, bread dough etc.



_,, PRODUCT;AquariumAir Compressor DATETESIEDHar 5, ].978 BY BKB

Mfgr: Netaframe

Model Name& Number: flushI. Cat. #81

Size:
TEST CONDITIONS

Room Type:* Den _,\ "

MEASUREMENTMETHOD ,c..

_: Microphone Distance: 3 ft. I. ,;.,._E

x) :'C-'.-_. .l,

i OperatorPresent: (Yes) (No "'-_.,_-_t.!'"

OperatingParameters:t ZI5 V,, 60 fla. _._,,_ZL,

.:,_i[]! 3wo._.o_i.2p,.oo.io,,_, ,to.,oto. ,
k

,-. 8LM on slow ,

|i_' Installation:** plonr

i: ProcessedMaterial:',_'VAir __._._._

°|

i'C i

I OCTAVE BARD CENTER FREQUENCY IN CPS
IJ_D[w/_L r I JUl%

A 31.5 63 125 250 SO0 IOO0 2000 4000 8000

Operating 34.9 31. 39.5 42.3 38 31 28.6 22.8 20.7 21.5

Background Z6.7131._37 28 23 22,'5 21.5 16.6 18.6 19,5
I

*Kitchen,llvingroon,bedroometc. 'l'voltage,current,power,speed,etc.'

U **On table,on floor,built-lne_e. ti_grass,_ in, plywood,breaddough etc,

_ ,

II
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-- PRODUCT: Aquarium Air Compressor DATE TESTEDHar 7, 1978 BY RLB

,', Mfgr: Meta Frame Model Name & Number: Hush l

Size: 2 psi 80 cu.in./mtn.

z£, I

;: TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENT HETHOD

Room Type:* In situ blicrephoneDistance 2 fr,,,
_ OperatorPresent( ) (x)

Yes No

i _ Operating Parameters:t Unloaded'
Installation:** On floor

_ Processed Material:tf __ AIr

I_ DESCRIPTION OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUE IN CPS
I A 11.5 63 125 250 500 IO00 2000 4000 8000

,_ |_ Unloaded 40., 50_ 59,! 48.7 45.7 32.9 28,2

tP
I_ *Kitchen, llvlngroon_ bedroom etc. #vol.tage,current, power, speed, etc.

**On table_ on floor, bullt-ln etc. ttgrass, !_in. plywood, bread dough etc.



PRODUCT: Ble.der DATETESTEDHer11.1978 BY.KJF

Mfgr: _u1_I_._,. Model Name& NulnberSunbea_,Solid State #BI-V

Size: 5cups

:i 1 . !

; i

?' J Iv, i _

!i}! .....................' TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETIIOD ::

_'i_, Room Type:* o orator'sear
_i£0I k_gehan MicrophoneDistance _e_ght- 2 ft. i,,_,, OperatorPresent (x) ( )

_; Yes ,o
;,_[] OperatingParameters:'_ 11ovolts_ 700 WaCCS

!! m Installation:** On table

,_'; ProcessedMaterial:@f ChoAol_e millL_

{: OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUENCYIN CPSI_ DESCRIPTION "'
M A31.s 63 125 2Be _oolodeBoDe40008ooo

[i.:, _.i_,q_um 83i37 47 58 65 72 76 81 79 76

HiRh 86 I 40 50 59 72 75 74 80 80 79 ,,.

Ambient Noise 20 31 28 21 ii i016_
*Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. voltage, current, power, speed, etc.

_.*0n table, on floor, built-ln etc. 'tTgrasa, ½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.

L



PRODUCT: Blender DATE TESTEDMarch5, ].978 BY RDBMfgr: l?aring

Model Name & Number: 1186 m_,_,T_-r_-.-.-.-.,-_--.*_,-t--.....•
L . ....... 7

Size: J.

TESTCONDITIONS i_"• i' j *..
i q

RoopT.e:* evorbo, ntF!"'
MEASUREMENTFIETHOD _"L.! "

MicrophoneDistance: 1 ft l' I .
OperatorPresent:(x) ) ........._

! No /
OperatingParameters:_ 5,9 amps, 720 war , "

Installatlon:** On counter ':......_2"--T--........

<, N ProcessedMaterial:'H'2 cups water

I
,.t

i

OCTAVEBAND CENTERFRECJENCYIN CPSLI_3_,/%L/" I $.UI_

A 31.5 63 125 200 500 I000 2000 4000 8000
.. . . - --

Whip 75 57 59 72 59 66 71 72 65 64
Orate 82 58 60 70 75 74 77 78 72 73

Liquefy 88 59 60 60 74 78 83 86 79 75

•Kitchen,llvlngroon,bedroome_c. i'vol_oge,current,power,speed,etc,

•*On table,on floor,bu_lt-lne_c. '_'['grnss,]_in, plywood,broaddough cc¢,
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PRODUCT: Can Opener DATE TESTED Hat 5, 1978 BY RLB

_,' Mfgr: Waring

Model Name & _umber:41.0T "I_,I.....i

Size:
i

TEST CONDITIONS $ i

RoomType:* Kitchen _ _ ......_ ,
'

MEASUREMENTM T OD ' ".ISl/MicrophoneDistance: i " _ i !

OperatorPresent:(X) ( ) ! --_" • i"'"" 3.-;..._Yes No _ - _. ,I .'< ,.-",
v':--.._ ,-----xsS._-C'-_F_C_ ' _ :.I!

OperatingParameters:i'Unlonded - '_ '
_r I

I ProcessedMaterial:'P_ None __ _ ."i..........._.......

J

i DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBA_D CENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS_'_ A 31.5 63 125 250 500 lOOO 2000 4000 8000

Free running _I.:47.: 60. 57._ 54.6 60.0 54.2 52.5 50.0 42.4

•Kitchen livlngroon,bedroometc. i'voltage_eurren£,power,speed,etc.

•*On table,on floor,built-lnetc. 'I'#grass, !_in. plywood,bread doughetc.



PRODUCT:.. pl£__italClock DATE TESTEDMarch 12, 1978 BY KJF
Mfgr: Copal ModelName & Number: Model 226

Size:...2 in x 5 in Face, Size

i. _7._TM

I

'! j ..
';_ TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETHOD

_. RoomType: Bedroom MicrophoneDistance1 fc

'_ OperatorPresent(X) ( )
_': Yes No

_,; OperatingParameters:'_120 volts 3'w_tcs
Installation:** on table

_,:__ Processed14aterial:'_t__

! i OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUENCYINCPSDESCRIPTION A 31.5 63 125 250 500 leo0 2000 4OOB 8000

_,:"_'_ _ Click"*** 28 31 36 36 30 28AmbientNoise 20 31 28 21 16 Ii 10

i',
[ *Kitchen,livingroon,bedroometc. 'I'vol£a'ge,current,power,speed,o_c.

**On Cable, on floor,built-lnetc. "_'_grass,½ in. plywood,bread dough etc.
***Cllckof meebamlsmonce everymlnuteat changeof number-peakmeasurelllen£

wlth "Fast"sectlngof S]_!

m
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PRODUCT:Clock DATETESTED_IRrch5, 1978 BY.RDI_

Mfgr: Wes_clox

Model Name& Number: NAP !, __., _-_, ,_ ._

Size: L

TESTCONDITIONS

RoomType:* Semi-Anechoic /, _) c.--

/ I ,,, .. .. !MEASUREMENTMETHOD |i _T_ "I_ 3

_. Microphone Oistanco: Asnoted i\9< ....... OperatorPresent: (Yes) (NXo) /('i'5 4

Operating Parameters:t --

_" Installation:**On n±ghtstand ....."................_..........._--_

i ProcessedMaterial:'_'h

I

OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS
u_K_r r*u, 31.5A 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

AC 16 in. 32 44 38 31 23 24 14 21 25 21

1_ _.bio._ 2__3 38 3o 22 23 l_ 11 11 13
*Kl_chen,l£vlngroon,bedroometc. "_vol_age,current,power,speed,etc.

*COn table,on floor,built-lnetc. iigrass, l_in, plywood,br_addough etc.

m
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PRODUCT: Electricclock DATETESTED Mar 5, 197B BY EKB
Mfgr:. Seth Thomas

Size: " j
TESTCONDITIONS _,. - .......

p Room Type:* Bedroom

MEASUREMENTMETIIOD r_._ •

m M_orepNonoDis*ante:_,,...o°,a_°""_:_/''<JI
OperatorPresent:(Yes) (NoX) ........

OperatingParameters:i" 110 V, A,C, >':TI_,1 .
"'-'_ householdgull]el,gr 1982PrecisionSLH ''_,½ ' _.,, _: L

Installation:** On bookcase

ProcessedHaterial.?'I' None "[_._,-_-_,.ah_'J_._..__ ........_I_.-

?>N

_i _;_ ................... ".....OCTAVEBAND CENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS

'" A 31.5 63 125 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 _OOO

6 :Ins.fromface29._

Background 26.

i._ *Kitchen,llvingroon,bedroometc. '['voltage,current,powe_,speed,e_c.
_._ **On table,on floor)built-in(_cc. 'J"J'grass,!._fn, p]y_or)d,breaddough e_c,



PRODUCT; lutteryClock DATE TESTEDHat 7, 1978 BY RLB

_ Mfgr: Welby _........._ ............
ModelName& Number: !

I _f_.,_,;,,,,,_, !
: _ size:21In=.h_. I /_._ _

::_ RoomType:* In gitu 1 "_ "}

'i MEASUREMENTMETHOD T . :1'.

._ii MicrophoneDistance: 6 _ns. "" , , ..._ " /
I Operator Present: ( ) (=) "

;':, Yes No _I 'I

' L '
; ; OperatingParameters:# I, 1.5 voz_ i,

('" "C" Battery

l lnstallat|on:** On wall

';'_ _ Material:tt____Lime
_:. Processed

Tickingnot nbove amblenton "slow";on "East",tlcklnggave 2 dB
:_: variation.

{?:'. OCTAVEBANDCENTER FREI 'IN CPS

i:! A 63IP.S2SO500looo200040O D00

NormalOper. 37.t

'i, '

!_': *Kitchen,livlngroon,bedroometc. tvoltage,current,power,speed,etc.

**On table, on floor, built-in ere, "_'_grass, 1_ in, plywood, bread dough ate,
' !!
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PRODUCT: CoffeeGrinder DATETESTEDMar 7, 1978 BY RLB
Mfgr:, BEB (_Ielltta)

ModelName& Number:Ty_o 136 .......[ ...............
Beallery _ ................... . -_...,.-,_.,

Size:

" C'q_':'i I %.,

• TESTCONDITIONS '

* f [

"L I Room Type: Kitchen jl

MEASUREMENTNETHOD ["
I MicrophoneDistance: 32 _n_.

OperatorPresent: (X) ( ) " _-

,i C"• -I

OperatingParameters;t House current

',_i I

___ Installation:** enunter_op

ProcessedMaterial:'_'_unloaded

\'_ #,I L-..................
|

............................ ! .....

'_ _

-| uuouRIPTION OCTAVEBAND CENTER FREQUENCYIN CPS
A II.5 63 125 250 500 IO00 2000_ 4000' 8000

Free runnin_ B2._;42.C45.0 59.5 57.1 B0.2 7,0.,766.5 Jnlt _ hot

*Kitchen,livingroon,bedroometc. Tvoltage,current,power,speed,etc.'

**On table,on [leer,built-inere, !_In, pl.ywood_bread dough etc.

I_

:, "" .



PRODUCT: DentalIrrigator DATETESTED_lar7, 1978 BY RLBMfgr: Aqua Tech

ModelName & Number: Model 37

Size: [..... . ""!

I TESTCOMDITIONS I _ '

I RoomType:* Bathroom "l ="

MEASUREMENTMETHOD )

;,.I MicrophoneDistance: 24 ins. i
" OperatorPresent:(x) ( )

I Yes No I_ f.. :

OperatingParameters:.{.tl(_u-_e¢urrent I'': '

'2: Installation:** Bathroom counter / ""_'_'_I'_v_'T:_,_,' '

• ._../ ,, : /..._,."i
_ I / \"-----','L"_': " / "ProcessedMaterial:'H" Water , '

{.'ill

|

I OCTAVEBAND CENTERFRECJE_ICYIN CPSLl_._biii r I IVlW

A 31.5 63 12D 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

_ormal Operate.o;74.; 54.1 56.4 61.( 60.8 73.5 68.0 65.6 64.2 58

*Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom eCc. 'Pvoltage, current, power, speed, e_o.

_ **On table, on floor, bulIt-in etc. i'igrass,!_ in, plywood, bread dough etc.

/

MS

L;



_ PRODUCT: DentalIrrigator DATETESTEDJan 24, 1978 BY ILV

Mfgr:...Teledyne Co.

Model Name & NuBber: WaterPlk,Model 37 _._--.._-_. _.._......L_.

_' Size: :!i:'; TEST CONDITIONS

_, _ Room Type:* Bothroom _

C': MEASUREMENTMETHOD

i _ MicrophoneDistance:2 ft.

_T Operator Present: Ys(eX) ) !I ,. ,"I_I..C..= '-1"_"-'"_"
No ! ....

' OperatingParameters:"t 120 v. 8 A. _

'TI

-;_. Installation:** On shelf
iz:

_i:: ProcessedMaterial:'H'Wster

OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUr INCPS
A 31.5 63 125 250 500 IOOO200040008000

Low 73 51 61 77 63 72 68 65 63 52
[

Med_um 75 59 64 79 68 71 67 65 62 53

Ili_h 47 43 55 60 52 45 39 32 <25 <25

• _._ *Kitchen,llvlngroon,bedroometc. 'rvoltage,ct_rreflt,power,speed,etc. :
**On _ablep on floor, btlllt-in etc. 'l"]grass , I_ lt*. plywood, bread do.I;l* etc.

u.



P

PRODUCT: FacialBrush PATETESTED _lar7, 1978 BY RLBMfgr: Clnirol ModelName & Number:TileSkinMachine

Size: 4 ins. I

j.r__,

(=+9

| -

;il| +Es+_ONDIT_O_S M_AS_R_,Em_T,OB
+. _ Room Type:* Bathroom _iierophoneDistance 2 ft.

OperatorPresent (x) ( )
Yes No

OperatingParameters:'_ BatteryDowared,2 "A" cells
Installation:** Ilandheld

ProcessedMaterial:'P@.... _I_Do_

DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUE INCPSA _I.5 63 125 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 8000

FreeRunninB i.I 51.0 60 41.532.3 G6.0 53.9 57.5 52.5 46.2

*Kitchen,livlngroon_bedroometc, '['voltage,current,power,speed,etc.

I '+ **On _nble,on floor,built-inetc+ 'P'l'grass,½ in. plywood,bread doughetc.



m

PRODUCT:Floor Polisher DATETESTED Mar 12 1978 BY KJF

li Mfgr: lloover

Model Name& Number: Shampoo-Poli,_her #5460

Size: 2 (5_ dn. ea.) polishlng pads

1 '1_ TESTCONDITIONS ] :

RoamType:* bedroom i

MEASUREMENTMETHOD
Operator Is eat

MicrophoneDistance: hgt-6 ft.

19 OperatorPresent:(yeX) (No) !

i

_: OperatingParameters:T 12n v,_lt_

,_i_ Installation:** On floor ..... .

; ;iq : _J

,. _ ProcessedMaterial:'_%nnk nnrmue_
';- " L..........

,}i .. . ." . ....

i DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBAND CENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS
A 31,5 63 125 250 500 lOOO 2000 4ODD 8000

.... _T

iil_ Normal Opera. 72 53 38 45 ! 60 62 64 66 67 62
Ambient Noise 20 31 28 21 16 ii I0

:' *Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. %voltage, current, power, speed, etc.

), _ "_On _sblo, ON _1OOr, bullt-_II OtC. it_r"SS, _ _n. pl,wond, br_ad dough _tc.

::i:;i_• _ #

}



PROOUCT: Food Grinder DATE TESTED Mar ii, 1978 BY KJFMfgr: Kitchen Aid Model Name& Number: K-45

m Size: 1-1/4in. dia. outl_t

I h _. .

: L_N"

}:/ : I

I .................................. ,

TEST CONDITIONS MEASURENENTMETHOD

I RoomType:* Kitchen MicrophoneDistance 3 ft.
OperatorPresent (x) ( )

Yes No
_-!_! OperatingParameters:i"120 volts, 250 watts

Installation:** On table

_!_,_._ ProcessedMaterial.'i'% .C_pl;_cLm_cL__

i;_= o,s_,,PTiO,O_TAVEO_NOCENTER_E_NC_INCPS
A 31.5 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000'

Medium 63 45 45 57 59 59 53 56 52 58

;::::,,,: Iligh 66 45 44 54 69 71 58 59 56 61

!.:_ *Kitchen, livlngroon, bedroom etc. "l'volta_e_ current, power, speed, etc.

**On table, on floor, built-ln etc. i'%grass, ]_ in. plywood, bread dough etc,

i.



P

PRODUCT: Food Processor DATETESTED Mnr5, 1978 BY F.KB
: Mfgr: Farbe_are Model Name & Number: FoodProcessor,Model 286

._ Size:
c::

t

:'!_i i _ --'-'21i? !

i I "
)_\ TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREiIENTMETHOD.....

:_:_'_: OperatorPresent (x) ( )
':: Yes No

)}_ OperatingParameters:t Zl5 V., 60 IIzt 200 Watts (rated)*,**

'_:_ Installation:** Kitclmncounter top

_:I_,,,:,,,.,,i ProcessedMaterial:i@ __ _Emj)3y__.wl.th__2--bladedcutter

:'"_'i_-'_ DESCRIPTION .... OCTAVEBAND CENTER,FREQUENCYINCPS 0A 31.B 63 1251 250 BOO I000 2000 4000 800
I

,_:r_ _ Operating,empty /9."

_il Bnclcero,,nd 130

i: $1_

:i:__ _Kitchen,livlngroon,bedroometc. '['voltage,current,Dower,speed,ere.

**On table, on floor, built-lnete. _grass, ½ in. plywood_bread doughetc.
***GR 1982 PrecisionSLDI½ in. mlc. SLM on slow



J

|

PRODUCT: Electric Brush DATETESTED_larch 11_ 1978 BY EJF

Z,_ Mfgr:Sears Roebuck & Co. Model Name & Number: stylln_ Dryer Model 820-87.33

Size: i-3 3/4 in Air Outlet

5 [ ..........

_q J.........................

L: TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETHOD

_q__ Room Type:* Bedroom MicrophoneDistance 1 gt}?)
_; OperatorPresent(x)
_.,, Yes No

= _ OperatingParameters:_ 110-120volts 330 watts
Installation:** Hand held at head

_i!i_ ProcessedMaterlal:i'd' Hair

'_ii_ DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDCENTERFRECJENCYIN CPSA 31.5 63 125 250 500 lOO0 2000 4000 8000

,Z |_ _ormal Operatlor 72 37 45 52 I 50 55 62 66 66 55

"!_ J
i'_' _mbient Noise 20 31 28 21 16 II i0

cL

' *Kitchen,llviegroon,bedroom etc. _volrage,current,power,speed,e_c.

**On table,on floor,built-inetc. %'_grass,½ in. plywood,breaddough etc.



PRODUCT: Elec_rlc Comb DATE TESTED North 11, 1978 BY KJF

Mfgr: Remington Model Name & Number: The llotComb Hodel IIW-5

{, _ Size: 1-3 1/2 in Head
• .!_f

ii! w

TESTCONDITIONS.................... MEASURE,.tENTMETHOD' "
I RoomType:* Bedromm MicrophoneDistance].ft

OperatorPresent (X) ( )

J Yes Noi;'_ OperatingParameters:f 120volts 120watts

/ Installation:** Hand held at: head

_:"i ProcessedMaterial:ffHair

:![i)_ u=_._r,lu,. 0CTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUENCYINCPS
_. A 31.5 63 125 250 500 I000 i2000 4000 8000

_ormal Operatior 69 32 44 34 46 57 67 61 60 59

!_; Amblent Noise 20 31 28 21 16 ii i0

! -
( *Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. tvoltage, current, power, speed, etc.

: _ **On _able, on floor, built-ln etc. Ttgrass, ½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.

:[2



PRODUCT: E1or_r_r Hnlr c'llnp0r DATE TESTED March Ii, 1978 BY KJF
Mfgr: Sears Roebuck & Co. Model Name & Number: Hodel 670 93591

Size: 1-3/4 Head

"" [
',f_,

'_., TEST CONDITIONS HEASUREHENT HETHOD

!,,. ift
_..i Room Type:* Bedroom Hicr0phone Distance
_'' Operator Present (X) ( )

Yes No

_" i Operating Parameters:f 120 vol_s 0.2 amps

_ Installation:** llandheld

Processed Material:%i" Hair

' _ OCTAVE BAND CENTER'FREQUE IN CPS
A 31,5 63 125 250 500 2000 4000 8000

_,,._ Normal Operat±oz 79 53 53 _0 51 61 72 68 75 63 ,_
_mbient Noise 20 31 28 21 ]6 11 i0

- l_

*Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. '_voltage,ct*rrent,power, speed, etc.

[_ **On table, on floor, built-in etc. #'['grass,I_in. plywood, bread dough eCc.
Im

4_

mo



f

PRODUCT:Professional}{airDryer DATETESTEDMarch 5, 1978 BY ROB
Mfgr:. Electrical and Electronics Ltd.

ModelName&Number:PC6 ......

Size:

TESTCONDITIONS ._._,_._-_ ,

Room Type:* Reverberant [ ,- :_l,.. _"

MEASUREMENTMETHOD ":;_"

MicrophoneDistance:12 in.

OperatorPresent:(x) ( ) \i__'_ ,

i Yes No

Operating Parameters: i" 1000 watts

I Installation:** IIandheld ............. '._3r

Processed Material :tq' Air

|
OCTAVEBANDCENTCRFREQUENCYINCPSiJ: _br_ A r"I _ LJI'I

A 31.5 63 125 250 500 IO00 2000 4000 8000

PositionA 81 49 49 53 56 75 76 67 62 55
Posit.leaB 74 44 Z_8 52 55 72 71 66 62 54

*Kitchen,llvlngroon,bedroom etc. "_voltagc,current,power,speed,etc.

**On table,on floor,built-in etc. 'H'_rass' I_in. p]ywood,bread doughetc.



PRODUCT: Ilair Dryer DATETESTED Mar t_,1978 BY EKB
Mfgr: Osterizer

C, _ " . ....

m Model Name& Number: Profess_onml4

EJ
Beaut>,Salon

?[i _ size: i
• TESTCONDITIONS i

::il;_., RoomType:* Livlnsroom :
A i i

i m MEASUREMENTMETHOD 2 ins. fromear
'i MicrophoneDistance:3 ft, from_

OperatorPresent: (x) ( ) ..........;'-_[*' [

if:!| ,o .
_,; OperatingParameters:i"llO v, house-

S:_ J
%_ holdoutlet ".
_C

Installation:** On chair (see nhnrn_

iii: ProcessedMaterial:i"_ Air L_.........,..!;:i__.... _ i

I'i i _

L, t
....: OCTAVEBANDCENTERFRE(UENCY IN CPS I"_ DESCRIPTION
IC'

!:_ A 31,5 63 125 250 i 500 lOOO 2000 4000 8000' :

B 2 in from ]..eari75.!6]._ 66 '0.5.76.5 _q._ 7]. 68 57 48.2

_ Baek_rd.2"fr,e_35.143.5 42' _4.5 41 28 27 26 :26 <Z6

t_[_ 3 ft.tol_er{Y_f¢_"_- _0.! 50 50.2

•Kitchen,llvingroon,bedroometc. +]'voltage,current,power,speed,etc.

am **On table,on floor,bullt-lnetc, i'll'grass, I_,In, plywood,bread doughetc,
[



_. PRODUCT: Vaporizer-Rumidtfier .DATE TESTED J,_i* 2_, Z978 BY ILVi 8

Mf_P: _ears Roebuck & Co.

'; _ Model Name & Number: 320-2221

m Size: I,__a1., 16 ;in._I_n,

?: TEST CONDITIONS \. .... .

Microphone Distance: 3 ft _ , -',-. ,,

"' OperatorPresent:(X) ( ) i .

,!_:: Yes No _ .

_i::'m Operatln9 Parameters:f

ii0 V, 0.6 A.

Insta]]_tion:** o11f)oor

J_5

..... Processed Material :'l"_

• ? x,,
,i U

,,_ ,,,,,.,°,,,,,,o,oo,ooo,ooo,ooo,ooo,
;';, _ed_um IIS4 I 37 [ 4z, [ 55 50 53 4B__1 45 [ 39 41 I

_ Amblen_ 26 36 29 29 <25 <25 <25 <25
|_ *Kitchen, 11vlngcoon, bedroom e_c. "['voltage,current, power, speed, e_c.

.'/#._ **On table, on £Joor_ bui1_-Ju e_c. "Pl'grass,_ in. plywood, bread dourh e_c.



PRODUCT:Vaporizer DATETESTEDMar5.1978 BY EKB

_!_ Mfgr: Ilankscraf t

_._ Model Name & Number:Cool Vapor ...........T, llumidifier

:_ Size:

- _J_2
' TESTCONDITIONS

Room ype: Bedroom

MEASUREMENTMETHOD I _._ ./" ",' ""

MicrophoneDistance: 3 ft. "/ ]
I ', (

OperatorPresent:(Yes) (_) ' '

Operating Parameters:i'ii0 V., ,_.c.}louse- _', _._.___.._':_ hold outlet; GR 1982 p_-C_tlrI'_SI_! •

?._'"i _in. m_. SLM on slow '1
Installation:** Oa. _loor

|
,_,: Processedblaterial:'l'tColdwater

"_L!f|_ 140 L_!0 129 1<26 1<26 1<26 1<26 1<26 I

•Kitchen,llvingroon,bedroome_c. "l'voltage,current,power,speed,etc.

I_" **On tabte,on [lot)r,built-lnetc. %i'grass,!_in, plywood,bread dough etc.

#
m



PRODUCT: Juicer DATETESTEDi,lar 5, 1.978 BY RKBill

Mfgr:Pro_tor-Sllex

ModelName& Number: s_1_x,h,12j_

Osclllatin 8 Strainer _ ,.:_.,_ ."

Size:
', ?

_,_ TESTCONDITIONS . i
t' RoomType:*Kitchen '

:::,. MEASUREMENTMETHOD "'_"''

m .... ::MicrophoneDistance:18 ins. _ / _ ,,

' OperatorPresent:(Yes) (X)No rl i_ "_", ,_: _._
W i z_C'

:!im .'r11ov,60,,_,81o_ .'_/

..,__ OperatingParameters i.75 amps(rated) k
:_ I GR 1982Prec_s$on8LM½ in.mlc.SLMon i

''_ InstaIIation:**

1i;_ I Kitchen countertop __ . ,_", ProcessedMaterial:i"_IiotbJ.n_ ' ._.
i

;3i',

2;

': _ OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS:_.!iI DESCf A 31,5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000

? _ o_orot_og_.__.__0._80._0_._66.8_0.0_._..0°8.8
Background 27.4 50.._ 38.6 34._ 28.0 21.9 26 18 21 20

_i .I

*Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. tvol_age, current, power, speed, _tc.

{@ **On _able, on floor, buil_-tn e_c. "M'grass , ]_; in, plywood, bread douKh etc.
m

I_

6,

6,



p

PRODUCT: Knife Sharpener DATE TESTED March 5, 1978 BY ROB
Mfgr: General Electric

Model Name & Number: Cat No. E3EC-25HR ...."-"--.-.r.---r......._,_._,_.......--,,_=_,_-_-_
Can 0pener/Knlfe Sharpener

Size:

', TESTCONDITIONS

Room Type:* In sltu

MEASUREMENTMETHOD __',I'

MicrophoneDistance:12 in
._ Opera_orPresent:(x) ( )

H Yes No ,_

Operating Parameters: '1" 3.5 amps_ ].20 vo

'

i_/i Installation:_* on counter_ep ....,........ .......................
,_ ProcessedMaterial:i'i' As no_e(]
vx

|

DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBAND CENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS

1.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

A ......................... I

I_ 46 53 I 4S 51 / 49 45 I 40 I 31 I 20 17

*Kdtehen lIviBgroon t bedroom etc. tvoltagop currentj powerp speudp e_c. '

_-'_' **On table, on floor, buIlt-_ll etc. ti'grnss,¢_ in. plywood, bread dough etc.

e**Levels vary _ 5 dB depending on knife pos_tlon, etc.

(=
#



P

PR0DUCT: Knife Sharpener DATE TESTEDMar 18, ]978 BY EI_.l
Mfgr: I}ormeyer(Chlcago) Model Name & Number:Modol 14

; _ Size:ho_kltcbon

,..",I......../

i !2

i!_ N,

:? H

_.¢ .......... rt t ._.4._. ,: ............... , ..

I .................

TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREMENTI.IETNOD

l RoomType:* In situ MicrophoneDistance 2 ft.***
OperatorPresent (X) ( )

Yes No
:t_ OperatingParameters:i' 11o-12ov., o.7 amps

_:_ Installation:** On counter

'!_/_" ' __ C_r.v_Ing _]¢nl f _

ii'iH ProcessedMaterial't%
!.i .....

_' m OCTAVE
,,I_ BANDCENTERFREQUENCYINCPS" DESCRIPTION

_'_, A 31.5 63 I25 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

i!!I__ Arab. 42 51 53 52 40 40 37 30 14 I0
W

:_i_ On-notsharpen. 58 55 70 60 51 56 52 50 46 36i .

!: *Kitchen_ llvingroon, bedrooB etc, "_voltage_ ctlrren_ power, speed_ etc,

_; _ **On table,on floor,built-inetc, "H'grass,½ in. plywood,bread'doughetc.



P

PRODUCT: Massager DATE TESTEDMarch ii, 1978 BY.KJF
" Mfgr: Osier Model Name & Number: Vibra-MassageHodel 213 Vibrator

i _ Size: 2 1/4 dla. Head

Ji
e:

.I

r

I, _

- ........... M

_._, TESTCONDITIONS HEASUREHENTHETHOD

" i_:i_ Room Type:* Bedroom HicrophoneDistance 3 f_
. .._'i OperatorPresent(X) (

,: Yes No

i_i_ OperatingParameters:f 120 vol_s 15 w_,ts 0.4 stops.
_ Installation:** IIandheld

). _ ProcessedMaterial:'Ff Skin on Foreamn};

<:' OCTAVEBANDCENTERFRECUENCYINCPS

_"_;C_ DESCRIPTION 8000"
A 3].5 63 125 250 5OO!lO0020004000

i_'_}_ Low 35 30 49 42 35 33 23 22 22 18
High 54 33 45 47 37 44 41 38 40 39

AmbLent•Noise 20 31 i28 16 ii 10

*Kitchen,livingroon,bedroome_e. 'l'voltsge,current,power,spaed,etc.

il **On table,on floor,bullt-i_etc, _%grass,l_in, plyuoodpbread doughetc.
7

i

.



p

p
PRODUCT: Novle Projector DATETESTEDHat 12_ 1978 BY KJF

i (s! Mfgr: Eumlg Model Name& Number: Hark 50l, ZoomNo. 2.833.670

Size: Dual _.

? ::

OIb

/ °' l-,!'

e-_.........L__l

'' M

i'si j
• LiT:!

, ii,! .............
_,; TESTCOtIOITIONS MEASUREMENTMETHOD

_;_ I RoomType:* Livingroom MicrophoneDistance 3 ft.
• _i Operator Present (x) ( )

Yes No

_: OperatingParameters:fi17 volt:s, 110 watts
Installation:** On table

,_ _ ProcessedMaterial:ff _!uep_ 8.Movle_fl..i_1_m I

•,_ OCTAVEBAND CENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS
DESCRIPTION

A 31.5 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

_?i Normal Opera, 59 31 46 45 46 51 56 53 49 44

Ii:: Ambient Noise 20 31 28 21 16 ii iO --
!"

r

';' *Kitchen, llvingroon, b_droom etc. "_voltage, current, power, speed, etc. :

!' _ ''On _K]ble, °t% _l°°r, buil_-In etc. '' _ss. , _n. pl%jwood, _read do_,_h _.

L



P

PRODUCT: Merle Projector DATE TESTED March 5, 1978 ByRDB

+ l; Mfgr: Bell& Itowell

M Model Name & Number: Autoload Design

': _ 462A _ _

_:_ TESTCONDITIONS C

i Room Type :* Semi-Amecholc "-_-'_'_+'_-"_'_-_L-. +..'l

; MEASUREMENT METHOD _ . _' /' | _/

Miereph°ne Distance: 12 in +" _!| _," ' / [
: .,_Ir'".....':_ _ I !+ , _ .-+ ,, ,

Operator Present: Y(es) (X) ..21, . -.... ::t -

fl; _ +' '..........

i:! OperatingParameters:% 5 amps .........

i_i: .........
,',+ Installation;** On table

i:iij
_1_ Processed Material:'Pt

_:,I,_I OCTAVE DAND CENTER FREQUI IN CPS,;.+ DESCRIPTION
A 3l.S 63 125 250 500 lOOO 2000 4000 8000

:'i Motor Runnln 64 _3 44 52 56 61 62 54 46 38

' p

Ai

i; With fllm 65 I 44 45 55 55 62 62 60 50 47

I
•Kitchen, llvingroon, bedroom etc. "Pvoltage,current, power, speed, arc,'

[_ **On table, on floor, built-in etc. '["['grass,}__n, p]ywood, bread dough etc.



Panasonle Electrle Pencil

PRODUCT: Sharpener DATE TESTED Jan 24, 1978 BY ILV
Mfgr: Natsusbita Elee. Ind. Model Name & Number', KP-88A

Co. Ltd.

i:: _ Size: 7 io.x4.5 _n.x31n.

P

t , )_1i C......

_2{1

N_

;}_ TEST CONDITIONS EASUREI.IENT METHOD

;_! i Room Type:* In situ Microphone Distance 2 rt

, :_ :_)_ OperatorPresent (x) ( )
,_T. Yes No

_t; j
,,, OperatingParameters:'l' 120 V, 100 W.
,i• ;

_-_ ° _'"_'_ns_a_|a_lon:** On table

':_'_i Processed Material :%t Paber_Mongol.._82F pen_ll

DESCRIPTIOR OCTAVE'BANDCENTERFREQUENCYIN CPS
,_ A 31.5 63 125 250 500 lOgO I2000 4000 8000

' i JU Ambient 47 43 55 60 52 45 !39 32 :25 C25

li
•Kit then,

L

!] livingroon, bedroom etc, 'rvolcage, current, power, speed, etc.

_ [_ **On _able, on floor, built-ln etc, "F%grass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc,



PRODUCT: R.R,Shampooer DATE TESTED Mar 12. 197B BY K,IF

Mfgr: 'IIoover

m Model Name & Number: Shampooer-Pollsher No. 5460

(:,; Size:two 5_ in. shampoo wheels

'5,2
"," TEST CONDITIONS

! T;

?' H Room T, pe:* bedroom
,t,

/: MEASUREMENTMETHOD (6 ft)

H
'_, MicrophoneDistance: Operators ear llKt

_,' Operator Present: (x) ( )L,

_:i| Yes No
!k'_ :C

Operating Parameters:? 120 volts

! " lf[ff';_ " '220 _atts __.._.... _ ,_ ._> .
Installation:** On floor k., r _.

Processed Material:i't 1/4 i_. woo] [

i OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN CPSDESCRIPTION
A 31.5 63 _25 250 500 ]000 2(]00' 8000

:_r _ _ ,No_lual Opera. 70 29 34 4.5 55 65 .63 55 66 59
> Ambient Noise 20 31 28 21 16 ii i0

*Kitchen, 11vlngroon, bedroom etc. tvoltage, current, po_ec_ speed, ere,

:i t!
?

i



PRODUCT: E1.nctrlcScissors DATE TESTED Mar ii, 1978 ByKJFMfgr: P_irecoeInc Model Name & Number: Pure-KutNo. 2700

Size: 1 in. blade

m r !:
I!

a. il
r.: i

! j
TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREI.IENTMETHOD Operator'sEar

_'_I RoomType:* llvinBroom I,licrophoneDistance 11elgbt(2 f_)
_!:i OperatorPresent(x) ( )

Yes No

;i;}_ OperatingParameters:'_ ]20 vo]t_,5 watts>i Installation:** IIandheld cu_tln_on table

_:' ProcessedMaterial:i'% feltcloth

j
:_J DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBAND CENTERFREI NCY IN CPS

A 31.5 63 125 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 8000

,i

_i_; Low 7_ 31 46 59 67 64 68 72 66 61

"" ll_h 76 31 _5 60 64 67 64 73 70 61

? ]Am}l I _n t No_se 20 3] 28 21 ]6 ii 10 --

" _ *Kitchen,llvlngroon,bedroometc. "_voltage,current,power, spend,etc,

**On table,on floor,built-inetc. '_'Fgrass,_ In. plywood,bread dough etc.

i



PRODUCT: Eleetrle Scissors DATE TESTEDM_,_reI_5, 197_ BY RDB
Nfgr: Singer

m Model Name & Number: Deluxe ElectrLe ......
_-i F,

Scissors r

Size:

,:I !

_;! TEST CONDITIONS

_'F.'H Room Type:* Seml-Aneeholc
...v_. -

_._! MEASUREMENT METHOD ._'_'" i
/

!_• OperatorPresent'.(x) ( ) ' '_"

:_!"_; Yes No ............." .................,

_._ Operating Parametersl_

Installation;** On carpeted floor ..-,-_,- ±.:............ _......

I Processed Naterial:i'i" As noted

i '
i
j OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN CPS_UI{

A 31.5 63 125 250 580 fOOD 2000 4ODD 8000

39 39 53 59 62 55
Wi_h cloth 7O 43 62 56

'._ Without cloth 171 42 40 46 50 61 65 67 54 55

;_':I *Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc, i'voltage,c_rrent, l_ower,speed, etc.

•*On cable, on floor, built-il_etc. 'i'l'grass,}_in. plywood, bread doui&hetc.

?

)z



PRODUCT: Vaporizer (hot w_ter) DATE TESTEDN,Ir 5, 1.978 BY EKB
Nfgr: DeVllbls .....

Model Name & Number:, 1_o ,__mm_,_,.,_w_:__K_,m_._ "

_, Size:
TEST CONDITIONS

Room Type:* Bedroom "'"" .

ifi
Micrc_hone Distance: 3 ft. /_ ,.,,_,._...j

"" l Operator Present: (Yes) (NXo) { [_' '_'----'J
_: (rated)

Operating Parameters:'F120 v,, 5 amps _ ""....

i._ l GR 1982 Precls_on SLM,'_"In'talc.SL_-_--., on _]inc.._

Installation:** On floor

ii i Processed Material:'_t I_otwater L_ ........ ._._.... ;._............

I_

7c R-...........................

;l)',_ .5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000

' PI II II,i'!:_ B.ckP.round -

*Kitchen, livlngroon, bedroom etc. 'J'voltage,current, l)OW_, speed_ e_c.

**On table, oli floor, built-lu etc. '_'['grnss,_}in. plywood, bread do.gh etc.

_,



PRODUCT: Eloe. air compresso_ DATETESTEDHar 12, 2.978 BY KJR

Mfgr: gears& Roebuck& CoModel Name& Number: OlllessPistonPaint Sprayer
No. 106.151222

Size: I12 i_P

i , ...... ,

Illlllmll_ I I ' ,'% ._

t I "

r •
_ ..".. .:2:,,,__

F::
I ............

TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETHOD

T :*
_-i_ room ypa Workshop MicrophoneDistance 3 ft.
_k" OperatorPresent(x) ( )
}_ Yes No

_:: OperatingParameters:f 1.15 volts,8.8 amps

Installation:** on floor

ProcessedBaterial:t'i" ._air,.--__,

OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCY IN CPS

A 31.5 63 I_5 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 8000
U_.Obl%,l r I ,_Ull

,:'_t NormalOpera. 81 74 6g 74 77 79 76 72 71 73

_', AmbientNoise 30 29 47 38 28 21 16 14 .....
i

r. *Kitchen,livingroon,bedroometc. 'l'voltage,current,power,speed,etc.

; [__ **Ontable,on floor,built-lnetc. '}'i'grass,_ in. plywood,breaddough etc•

f_



P

PR0DUCT: B_nebGrinder DATETESTED Mar 12. 1978 BY WEB
Mfgr:.gears Craftsman Model Name & Number: #397.19301

!il! Size:_ ,,Pr_t_d,1/3,,Pm_*

J $ jj .," ,:

.... _1

:!1

!ig¢ |,,
TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREr,lENTblETHOD

; I RoomType:* InSitu MicrophoneDistance2 ft (Operator'sear)
OperatorPresent(X) ( )

'' Yes No

i Operating Parameters:i' 115 v_ 3580 rpmidle, 3.8 amps.
y_ InstalIation:** On workbench

_'! i Processed Material:'Pt. st_ZLCblaP_!_

;J_i"+[_ DESCRIPTIOM OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCYIN CPS
A 31.5 63 125 250 500 lO00_ 2000 4000 8000_w

I_ Idling 69 57 75 57 61 62 I 66 62 57 52

;'-_ 80 56 14 60 62 64 68 73 76 76

Grind. (60 Grlt I<:_i+_ Grind.(36 Ori_ 88 57 174 g8 65 72 74 7g 82 82
I_ Ambient 31 47 51 41 30 27 25

:!:: _11 *Kitchen, livlngroon, bedroom etc. tvoltage, current, power, speed, e_c,

I_ **0. table, on floor, buil_-in etc, %'tgrass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc,

f_



PRODUCT: Grinder DATETESTED_!gr5,].978 BYEKB
Mfgr: gro_-Broekmeyer Co,HodelName& Number: B-LineSet.#2201774

_D Size: i/3 liP,6 in. wheal

,t2
L

L
I

- I

yt

......

_:, TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREHEHTHETHOD

" _'_i Room Type:* Basement Microphone Distance 2 ft.: _i!i
_, Operator Present (x) ( )Yes No

'_i_j OperatingParameters:_ii0v, 3450rpm (rated)***
Installation:** on workbenc]l

,.,:_ ProcessedHaterial:i'i' i/4-1n, steelscrew

DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBAIIDCENTERFREQUE IN CPS
fll A _1.5 63 ]25 250 SOD IOOO 2000 4000 80DO

/, |_ Op,l.eft ear not 75,8

Op. " ,,gr_nd. :87.6 53.1 71.: 64.7 78.i 78.5 BI.2 74.6 77.1 78.7
.... SS( -_e& . ,..

I# Background 34. 39 43,: 38 34.1 24.5 24.8 28.7 29.8 24,3

: _ *Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom e_c. 'l'vol_nge, current, power, speed, etc.

I,_ **On table, on floor, built-ln etc. f'l'grass,)_ in, plywood, bread dough e£c.

_m



PRODUCT: DiscSander DATETESTEDMar 5,1978 BY CKJ
Mfgr: scars ModelName& Number:3/8var, speed drill.

Size: .5-1/2ins. No. 315.10490

l IL

l

TESTCONDITIONS I'IEASUREMENTMETHOD

i_- i Room Type.'* Workroom _ Microphone Distance 22 Incbes
OperatorPresent (x) ( )

Yes No

j Operating Parameters:'_ 2.5A, 1200 RPM 110/120 V.
' InstalIation:** On workbench

_: Processed Material :it ._ in. plyw.ood__sanded__wL6 in. ¢, medium grit disc.

@ DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREC INCPSA 31.5 63 125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

:;:.,_ sandlng 89 70 73 67 69 81 80 82 84 81
• free sp_nn_n_ !89 47 58 _9 72 84 81 81 83 79

_@ background

*Kitchen, livln_roon, bedroom etc. 'l'voltage,current, power, speed, etc.

._ _ **On table, on floor, btlilt-inetc. it"grass,_ _.n.plywood, bread dough etc.

I"



PRODUCT: ]]itSharpener DATE TESTED Mar 5, 1978 BY CKJ
Mtgr: Black & Decker ......................

Model Name & Number: 7980/9080 F ......... I .

Size:

TEST CONDITIONS

Room Type:* Workroom _L_,._-.....
m_

,©
MEASUREMENT METHOD

J Microphone Distance: 20 ins.

OperatorPresent: (x) ( ) _'_"_" _'_;) ............

Yes Nol
111

: Operating Parameters:i'1.9h., 120 V.

,,._:i_ 2250 RPM, 1/7 HP
Installatlen:** On workbench ...."_'_,_.:..r"

[_:"l
_,.' Processed Material:i'i' 5/32 ins, bit ................... _..__.

U-2: ,_

|
n_

31.5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000
., ES IPTIOI
?_ A

" _ Sharpenin_ bit 89 63 71 182 81 BO 76 _0 85 77

- Runnln8 Idle .,86 I64 65 65 76 76 75 76 8] 75

• _ Background _ 31 I ..

*Kl_ch_n, llvingroon, bedroom e_c. "I'voltage,current, power, speed, etc,"

**On table, on floor, built-ln e_c, %:['gra.=s_]_in. plywood, bread dough etc.

#



PRODUCT: Muiti-pt,rpose drill DATE TESTED.#Iar12, 1978 BY WRB

Mfgr: Sears Craftsman Model Name & Number: 315.11420

Size: i/5 HP Max, 3/8 in. dla.

-.

• , . '* t
. _, z, - % •

')_7" l#, TEST CONDITIONS MEASURENENT METHOD

5',': Room Type:* In Si_t, Microphone Distance 2 ft. (Ol)eraror_ r)

i Operator Present (x ( )
Yes No

i Operating Parameters:t 1200 rpm Idle, 115 V_ 264 watts!_ Installation:** Drdl]ing vertical on workbench

,. Processed r,laterial:ti'5/s _n. particle board

DESCRIPTION OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUE.NCYIN CPS

A ]1.5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000

_., Idling 88 431 49 ] 521 68 73 77 79 84 77

_,' Drill.3/8" _t 91 52] 491 521 67 71 77 80 89 82

,,. D ill.i",,o% ab l9- 15s54' 59' 67 79 82 89 85
Ambient 37 43 50 50 42 30 25 18 15 15•Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom e_c. %voltage, current, power, speed, etc.

•*On table, on floor, built-ln etc. 'l'i'grass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.



" g PRODUCT; 14oDdLathe DATE TESTEDHar ].2,1978 BYWEB

• _ Mfgr: Sea_s Model Name & Number: 103,21600 .

Size: 8 in.max d_a.I 2 ft. max length

_.,-.............. ...mr
. .. ,..... • _;¢ , _ ,

' . -"--dW_ _ , ; < , p . . r ,,_.

|

'
TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENT I.IETIIOD

_ I Room Type:* In S_tu Microphone Distance2 ft.(operator's ear)
II

OperatorPresent (x) ( )

Yes No mococ '

I Operating Parameters:'l"11_ HP, 115 V_ 1.8 amps_ 2250 rpm ]atlm_ 1725 r_.Kpm__
'.: Installation:** On workbench

i Processed Material :_'I'_ __.f_. D.$j)._-.....

E Idling. 72 55 57 61 _.65 .68 . 65 61 59

i' rurn.(_l_maeer . Bl 59 160 I 62 _69 1 73 ] 71 69 ] 75 73 I

_'.. I I o |i_I I I -I I7'___.]"" _u_n.(cnd.ma_er 79 59 63 6 -- 73 70 72._ 75. 74
_. _ Amblent 37 _3 50 50 42. 30 25 1.8 1.5 15

Im •_chen, l_v_ngroon, bedroom e_c. l'vo1_age, curre_ power, speed, o_c.

". **On _able, on floor, buil_-in e_c. %'['grass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.

: [I



• _ PRODUCT: ...,EngravingPen DATE TESTED M_r Ii, 1978 BY ICJF

Mfgr: Wen ModelName & Number:Mod_12]

Size: i/8 in. engravlng tip

,q ;

U

/.,j, _ I

:i i

i;i I2:s)

!
_ TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETHOD

:_I__ bedrool_
)_, Room Type:* MicrophoneDistance 1 ft.

:=_, OperatorPresent (x) ( )Yes No
1 OperatlnBParameters:t 1.2ovo]t_,]2 wattsm

_!,_ Installation:** On table

l ProcessedMaterial:it 3/4 in.m_phl_e- board

_" i DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDICENTER FREQUENCYIN CPSA 31.5 63 1125 250 500 lO00 2000 4000 8000

'_!i_ NormalOpera. 90 43 56 64 69 70 83 84 83 81

AmbientNo_se 20 31 28 21 16 Ii iO

"H'grass,

'',__ **On table,on floor,built-inetc. ½ _n. plywood,bread doughetc.



PRODUCT: Orhi_alSnnder DATETESTEDHer 12, 1978 BY KJF

I[_ Mfgr: Blnch & Decker Model Name& Number:u-2/_l

Size:Paper Size 3-5/8_n, X 9 in. I

F .... --.

I i

TEST CONDITIONS PIEASUREt,IENTbIETIIOD

, Room Type:* Shop MicrophoneDistance 3 ft

_:'I OperatorPresent (x) ( )
Yes No

N Operating Parameters:i' 12o volts, 2.2 nmps. 4300 rpm 0.17 lIPInstallation',** ]land held on worh piece

7! _ ProcessedMaterial:'F%3/_ in. thick maple work pieco on £ioo_/120 grl_

_. _ carborund s_ndpaper

- OCTAVE _AN_ CENTER _RE{ _CY IN CPS

_l_ OESC_pT_o_ _'_i A_._o__ _0 _ooo,ooo_o00
'_ NormalOpera. 84 34 61 57 .66 68 81 78 80 79

i_ _ Ambient Nolse 30 29 47 38 28 21 16 ] ]4

I

I
, _ *K_clleo, lIvingroon, bedroom etc. J'voltege_ current, power, speed, ere,

**On table, on floor, buil_-In etc. "_Tgrass, % _n. plywood, breed dough etc.

• _



PRODUCT: Sander DATE TESTED Hat 12. 1978 BY WEB' Mfgr: Sears Cl"aftsman Model Name & Number: Dual Notion #315.11631

,, _ Size: i/5 nP

•• ,.

C .C - . ..... _, :,

TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREMENT METIIOD

Room Type:* In S_tu Microphone Distance2 ft.(oporator'._ ear)
Operator Present (X) ( )

Yes No

Operating Parameters:i" 4000 orbits or strokes permln.. 115 volts
Installation.**., Sandln_ horizontal on table. =3£t. hl_.h

Processed Material :ti' Pine

DESCRIPTION OCTAVEBANDCENTERFREE IN CPSA 11.5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000'

Sandtn B (orb.) 87 60 66 64 69 75 79 83 81' 83

Sand.(stralght) 91 52 1 66 66 68 76 82 85 87 85

(_ Ambient 37 43 50 50 42 30 25 18 15 15

*Kitchen, livlngroon, bedroom etc, i'voltnge,current, power, speed, e_e.

**On table, on £1oor, built-in etc, "H'grass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.
1 Wl£bin i0 dB of ambient.



PRODUCT: Vibration Sander DATE TESTED Mar 5. 1978 BY CK,I
Mfgr: Sears Model Name & Number: Oval Motion, 315.11631

Size:

, l

• %!• _. . .k

TEST CONDITIONS bIEASUREI,IENTMETHOD ;

U _ Room Type:* Workroom Microphone Distance 22 ins.
OperatorPresent (x) ( )

i Yes NoOperating Parameters;"F 2.0A. 110/120 V. Medium grit sandpaper i
" II on:**,,: Insta ati IIorCzontalon workbench ;

rlZ _ Processed t.laterial:it 2 fc.x2ftx½1n, plywood clamped to workbench

_/',I;_ OCTAVE BAND CENTER FRE( _CY IN CPSDESCRIPTION
" _I A 31.5 63 12B 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000'

r ' _'_ ,Axlal•mode 92 63 75 78 73 77 85 85 86 83

_¢ Rotary mode 90 67 75 74 71 26 83 82 85 84
Background 31

C ,..

*Kitchen, livlngroon, bedroom etc. '_voltage,current, power, speed, ere,

!_ **On table, on floor, built-ln etc. '_#grnss,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.



• 71̧ j • -

PRODUCT: Table Saw DATE TESTED }tar12, 1978 BY WEBMfgr: Se_r._nrnftmnan Model Name & Number: ]13.299040

i _ Size: i0 _n. 2 HP max rated

_.. 17._ -l'-F I "-.... "'t,_ l /

:._ t ", ....... . ,__;%..-,_,,',,;_ - _, , .._]

7f ......":-::, !1 ._" <.//'lib ' t ":" " ' '_1
:1 ¢_'>" t!i ..... ". l

.............tLt :.;;: ;;"M
,i r i

I

i !_!i_e't'i Room Type:* In Situ Microphone Distance 3 ft.(operator's ear)
'7,]_.i Operator Present (x) ( )

, ;::: Yes No

¢:'_ i operating Parameters:_ 3450 rpm, 1.15v., 1250 wa_ts
.: Installation:** On £]_r

?:'i_,., Processed Material:'H" 518 in+.particle board

i DESC_,PT,D_O_TAV_DA_DOENTE,_EODEI,D_,,CP;A 31.5 63 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

_.:,,#n Ambient 37 43 50 50 42 30 25 18 15 1.5

i"' Idling 77 62 63 67 73 69 65 73 72 58

: i Cutting !94 66 65 68 73 73 80 81 90 88

*Kitchen, livingroon, bedroom etc. "l'volcage,current, power, speed, etc.

.['iI_ **On table, on floor, built-in etc. 'F%grnss,l_in. plywood, bread dough e_c.

2



PRODUCT:SnowTbrot_er DATETESTEDMar11,1978 BY KJF

Mfgr: Ar±ens Model Name& Number: Sno-ThroModel 924032

Size: 2 ft blade, 2 stage .... '.

.. ...

' iI
_ - .

i.: TESTCONDITIONS MEASUREMENTMETIIOD

_:: RoomType:* Driveway MicrophoneDistance 3 fL
,L! W
:,. OperatorPresent (x ) )

Yes No

i OperatingParameters:i" C,aRollnoen__ine,? HP,. Instal1ation:** onground

ProcessedMaterial;i"___flry_packed snow

DESCRIPTION OCTAVE BAND CENTERFRE( ICYIN CPS

A 31.5 63 125 250 500 I000 2000 4000 8000

Illgb 88 81 78 86 89 82 83 83 78 72

Low 86 74 77 84 85 81 82 81 77 72

AmbientNoi_ 32 45 52 55 40 35 30 22 15 15

*Kitchen,liv[n_roon,bedroometc. '_vo].tage,current,power_speed_etc.

**On table,o1%floor,built-inetc. 'H'grass,½ in. plywood,bread dough etc.

°



PRODUCT:Snow Thrower DATE TESTEDHarch_, 1978 BY RDB

Mfgr: Jacobsen

Model Name& Number: Super Blitz

: Imperial20 _ .._,_-_" ) _'2._ '

: Size: 5 lip _J r; ._.v / ,_,, , . :

TEST CONDITIONS l_, ; . . . "_ / . !
Room Type:* _ !' b' .'._ " "

MEASUREMENT METHOD exhaust : _ " I

MicrophoneDistance:3 f_, 8 in from 1 .:.. ,:
i .Pc

Operator Present: ( x ) ( ) '" r

• _'=__. --_ ".
Yes No ".. ._• _,f v ,'

- OperatingParameters:i" _ HP -,. .x,_'"
'_

:-, ' ...:..........................._. Installation:**On asphaltdriveway ..........

;: J ProcessedMaterial:'P_l_it]|or wlthou_

snow did not: change readln_s

[=

ii..: 25 ft in front of mach3ne 80 74 66 81 82 79 76 70 66 66
*Kitchen,llvlngroon,bedroome_c. i'vo]t_ge,curren£,power,speed,etc.

_ **On table,on floor,built-inetc, ']"I'grass,}_In, plywood,breaddough etc.

***Thls ehonge is due to _brottle linkages raffling.



PRODUCT: Snow Throl_er DATE TESTED _1_r 5, 1978 BY CKJ

Mfgr: Sunbeam Model Name & Number: DSA, electrlc

Size:

_- , "
..............." ..

: TEST CONDITIONS MEASUREI,IENTMETHOD

_, _ Room Type.'* Outdoors Microphone Distance 4 f_.OperatorPresent(x ( )

_, Yes No

OperatingParameters:i"115 V. IOA.
_, Installation:** on drlveway I 20 ft. from house

Processed Material:l'i' ll_ht snow. 6 ins deep

CRIPTI OCTAVEBANDCENTERFRE( IN CPS

A 31.5 63 125 250 500 fOOD 2000 4000 8000

_I'i"_ Idllng 93 .5._ 59 59 77 87 86 I 86 87 8/+

5 Worklng 91 60 64 65 7_ 84 62 83 86 82

m *Kitchen, livln[.roon,bedroom etc. ']'voltagejcurrent, power, speed, etc.

**On table, on floor, built-ln etc. T'J'grass,½ in. plywood, bread dough etc.

_m



Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

F
M APPENDIX B: ATTENUATION FROMONE ROOMTO ANOTHERWITHIN A DWELLING

t;
In evaluating tl_e noise impact of consumer products, one

must consider the impact on people in the same room where thedevice is being used as well as the impact on those in adjacent

rooms. (Usually, there is no significant impact on people with

a buffer room between them and the noise source, even with open

doors.) Thus, it is necessary to determine an approximate

"typical" value for sound attenuation from one room to another

within dwellings. Since the noise impact is evaluated in terms

of A-welghted sound levels, the attenuation _ust be stated in
terms of sound level difference between rooms.

Sound level differences will spectrum shapedepend on tile

for the noise in question; therefore, it is essential that the

I: appropriate difference be determined for a spectrum shape typical
of consumer products. Northwood, in developing the Sound Trans-

I_ mission Class (STC) that is the slngle-number rating for soundtransmission less between dwellings, defined a standard household !i

noise spectrum. The shape of this spectrum was based on measured

noise from room air-condltloners, vacuum cleaners, normal speech,

and radios and television [B.I]. This standard spectrum (in

_ bands) is shown in Table the absolute level of the
octave as B.1;

spectrum is arbitrarily chosen. The corresponding A-weighted

sound level is I03.7 dB.

The second llne in the table shows the noise reduction be-

tween adjacent rooms with an ordinary, typical household door in
the common wall. The door is assumed to be closed,* but un-

gasketed and undercut by about one-half inch [B. 2]. Actually, a
range of values for "typical" noise reduction between rooms would

*A closed door is assumed on the ground that, if there is any
significant noise impact, someone would close the door.



Bolt Beranek and Nel_nanInc.

TABLE B.I. STANDARD HOUSEHOLD NOISE SPECTRUM.

Frequency(Hz) 125 250 BOO 1000 2000 4000 LA
Standard Household

: Spectrum

(source room) 98 99 i00 i00 96 92 103.7 dB

Noise Reduction,

Door Closed 15 18 23 25 26 26 -

Receiving Room

Noise Levels 83 81 77 ?5 .70 66 79.8 dB

..i i be found in any extensive measurement survey of sound attenuation
[] in dwellings. The values chosen above lie with'in'the range of

• m data scatter that would be found, but nearer the lower boundary

_:_J_ of the range, so that the subsequent analysis would apply to

conditions with somewhat less than average between-room sound

l attenuation.

The last llne of the table shows the corresponding noise

B levels in the room adjoining the noise source (derived by sub- :

tracting the noise reduction values from the source noise opec- !

:2 _ trum levels, octave by octave). The corresponding A-weighted

:i_ sound level is 79.8 dB, The difference in A-weighted soundi,.

levels in the source and receiving rooms, for this standard

_ household spectrum shape, is 23.8 dB; it is a measure of the

_' _ attenuation of A-weighted sound levels for devices whose noise

;_i _ spectrum resembles the standard spectrum of Table B.I, as the

,: sound passes from room to room in a typical dwelling.

Since there will be variations in the spectra of consumer

, products from one to another, and also in the amount of attenua-

',. tion at different frequencies between rooms in different

"%/

B-2



Bolt Beranek and New.tan Inc.

dwellings, the value of 23.8 dB must be considered as "represent-atlve" or "typical." Variations of several decibels may be ex-

pected, both above and below this figure. For the sake of slm-

plicity, this value can be round off to, say, 211or 25 dB.

!_ M REFERENCESFOR APPENDIXB.

_!!i B.l _.D. Northwood, "Sound-Insulation Ratings and the New ASTM
Sound Transmission Class," J. Aoomst. Soe. Am., 34, It93-
501 (1962).

N B.2 Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, MA.: Companyfiles.

<
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